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77 Brittany, regionalism in an 
administrativee region 

Brittanyy is one of the most well known regions of France, the most western 
peninsula,, and one of the clearest edges of the Hexagone. Brittany has long 
beenn a relatively poor region, characterised by migration to Paris, but has 
noww developed into a wealthier region. It is also known as one of the regions 
withh the most long lasting protest against French centralisation of political 
powerr in Paris. This history of Breton regionalism is described in the follow-
ingg section, followed by a description of Breton regional administration until 
andd since the 1986 regionalisation. Section 7.3 discusses the regional institu-
tionalisationtionalisation of Brittany since 1986, while section 7.4 analyses to which de-
greee Brittany developed its own political arena. Finally, the impact of region-
alisationn on Breton political regionalism is discussed in section 7.5. 

Mapp 7.1 Brittany, the départements 
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7.11 Breton regionalism before 1986 

SiSi la Bretagne, de/afon inconsciente dans f esprit des auteurs, a donnê une valeur 
aa Astérix, c'est bitn celle de resistance, ha Bretagne, en effet, est une terre de 
resistance,resistance, quelle que soit la période de son histoire62 (L'Astérisque, 2000). 

Ass symbolised by the character and adventures of Asterix, histories of Brit-
tanyy sometimes seem to be a succession of resistance against its rulers, with 
battless against the Franks, the peasant revolt of the 'Bonnets Rouges', the pe-
riodriod during which Brittany became known as the 'province that is the most 
difficul tt to govern', to the Ancien Régime (Martray, 1985). Probably the most 
emblematicc historical figure of erstwhile Breton independence is Nominoë, 
whoo led Bretons in campaigns against the Francs in the 9th century, penetrat-
ingg deep into the territory of Charles the Bald, and establishing an independ-
entt Breton Kingdom in 848. The 1789 French revolution provoked protests 
inn Brittany as well. Most Breton peasants, and the lower level clergy, were in 
favourr of the revolution, but revolted in 1793 against the higher taxes, the in-
terventionss and attitudes of the national guards recruited from urban France, 
andd against the persecution of priests that refused to preach loyalty to the 
Constitutionn (Dupuy, 2001). This guerrilla-like rebellion, known as the 
Chouannerie,, became fused with the protests of the aristocracy of Brittany in 
reactionn against the loss of their regional powers and part of their wealth 
(Sutherland,, 1982). 

However,, Brittany has not only been viewed as a land of revolt. In 
thee 19th century, British Romanticism inspired an interest in all things Celtic 
inn France. Portrayed as land of megaliths, druidism and the Celtic language, 
'Brittanyy became France's Scodand and Appalachians' (Dupuy, 2001, pp.32-
33).. 'Celtomania' also caught among the Breton elite. An Académie Celtique 
wass established (1805), StBrieuc hosted the second Interceltic Congress 
(1867),, and an abundant amount of literature was produced (Nicolas, 1986, 
pp.. 17-18). Based on a longing for the reinstatement of their pre-
revolutionaryy privileges, the Breton aristocracy and higher clergy resisted the 
risee of urban society and the Breton bourgeoisie in the wake of the French 
Republic.. These reactions to the official historiography of 19th Century 
Francee portrayed the Breton language, faith, peasantry, nobility and clergy as 
inseparablee constituent elements of Brittany (Fournis, 2004, p.147). 

Thee conservative and elite character of the 19th Century Breton 
movement,, as supported by the aristocracy and clergy, continued as a feature 
off  the first political movement, the Union Regionaliste Bretonne (URB), which 
wass founded in 1898. The URB was mainly preoccupied with the defence of 

622 'If Brittany, subconsciously in the mind of the authors, has given a value to As-
terix,, it must be that of resistance. Brittany, indeed, is a land of resistance, in what-
everr period of its history' (translation FS). 
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aa rural society in decline and with preservation of the social order, but it 
largelyy remained an organisation through which to exchange ideas among 
Bretonn notables and was ineffective in mobilising the masses (Nicolas, 1982, 
pp.53-55).. This does not mean there were no popular protests against the re-
publicann policies of centralisation and French nation-building. In 1902, there 
weree violent rebellions all over Brittany against the Law on Associations that 
hadd been introduced the year before. A ban was introduced on the use of re-
gionall  languages in religious instruction, which was strictly enforced in the 
polarisedd aftermath of the Dreyfus Affair (Ford, 1993). However, in the 
samee period, Breton society changed and increasingly urban elites became 
involvedd in the Breton movement This led to a scission of the URB in 1911, 
whenn members of the Breton bourgeoisie formed the Federation BJgonaHste 
Bretonne,Bretonne, whose focus was on regional industrial development and the pro-
gresss of local commerce. In the same year, the separatist Parti National Breton 
(PNB)) was founded, with a young and intellectual base, comprising mainly 
students,, and influenced by international examples, in the first place Irish na-
tionalismtionalism (Nicolas, 1982, pp.60-73). 

Afterr the First World War the young, separatist current was the 
mostt ambitious, inspired by the successes of Irish nationalism. After at-
temptss to rally Breton elites behind the idea of 'Home Rule', a political party 
wass formed in 1927 known as the Parti Autonomiste Breton (PAB). In 1930, the 
PABB put forward candidates at the general elections in Guingamp and Ren-
nes,, but it turned into a debacle with them winning just a couple of hundred 
votes.. Soon afterwards, the PAB fell apart and was soon succeeded by a 
radicall  nationalist and anti-communist party that re-used the name Parti Na-
tionaltional Breton. Its programme and organisation became influenced more and 
moree by Italian fascism and German Na2ism. With a war between Germany 
andd France increasingly inevitable, the PNB was pro-German, with some 
memberss tactically adhering to the principle that 'the enemies of our enemies 
aree our friends', while others became convinced of Nazis ideology (Nicolas, 
1982),, After the German defeat of France, PNB leaders turned to Berlin, and 
forr a few months an independent Breton satellite state was a serious possibil-
ityy (Nicolas, 1982, p.93). During the Second World War, the PNB collabo-
ratedd with the Vichy and German authorities, and even had its own militi a 
incorporatedd into the Waffen SS, whose members fought against the Resis-
tancee until the end of the war. 

Althoughh the PNB never represented a particular section of Breton 
society,, nor the wider Breton movement, many of the more moderate Breton 
regionalistss were attracted by the conservative provincialism of the Vichy re-
gimee and participated in its administrative structures (Nicolas, 1982, pp.96-
102).. As a result, after the liberation of France, the Breton movement in gen-
erall  was associated with collaboration. The infamous period during WWII 
affectedd the image of Breton regionalism for a long time. Against this back-
ground,, and in a context of post-war rebuilding and zealous economic mod-
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ernisarion,, the new regional movement that emerged combined economic 
andd cultural regionalism without political ambitions and did all it could not 
too be associated with Breton nationalism. From 1950 onwards, the Comité 
d'Étuded'Étude et de Liaison des Interets Bretons (CELIB) brought together Breton êlus, 
tradee union representatives and regional notables, with the goal being to stop 
thee trend of post-war economic decline and emigration from peripheral Brit-
tanyy (Sainclivier, 2001, pp.59-60). CELIB achieved some success, particularly 
withh regard to the modernisation of Breton agriculture (Pasquier, 2003a, 
Martray,, 1983). I t achieved support from left-wing and right-wing parties and 
generatedd a remarkable level of consensus among them, while positioning 
regionall  development 'above politics' (Berger, 1977, pp.161-162). The 
CELIBB remained an a-political organisation operating within the existing 
administrativee structure and, although they aimed to promote an idea of 
Bretonn common interests, they avoided the issue of Breton political auton-
omy.. That was the terrain of the Mouvement pour 1'Organisation de la Bretagne 
(MOB),, founded in 1957. Often regarded as the political branch of CELIB, 
thee MOB had modest ambitions — and littl e political impact — and adopted 
thee slogan 'Nous vouhns l'aménagement de l'appartement Bretagne de 1'immeuble 
FranceFrance du quartier Europe63' (Nicolas, 1982, p. 186). 

Thee context of the backdrops of the Algerian war and a resurgence 
off  the left in France inspired a new development in the 1960s, namely the 
emergencee of a left-wing Breton movement. In 1964, a group of students 
brokee with the conservative MOB and formed the Union Démocratique Bretonne 
(UDB).. Although they aimed to achieve Breton autonomy, cultural and lin-
guisticc development, they devoted most of their energy to gaining recogni-
tiontion as a left-wing organisation (Nicolas, 1982, p. 308). From the start, the 
UDBB cooperated with 'la gauche hexagonale', for instance Michel Rocard's Parti 
SocialisteSocialiste Unifié, and supported socialist candidates at elections. Autonomy for 
Brittanyy was viewed from a Marxist and Third-World perspective, with the 
analysiss of Brittany as internal colony of France as the Leitmotiv (Pasquier, 
2004).. In 1974, the UDB signed the 'Chartre de Brest' with likeminded 
Europeann movements — among them the Union do Pom Galego and Welsh 
CymCym Goch — and committed themselves to the fight against colonialism within 
Westernn Europe. Since the 1971 municipal elections, the UDB has put for-
wardd candidates at political elections, at all spatial scales, more consistently 
thann any other Breton movement. However, as regards national elections, 
thee legislatives of 1973, 1978 and 1981, the results have been pitiful and have 
hardlyy ever exceeded 2 %. The UDB was more successful at municipal and 
cantonall  elections, obtaining seats on a number of municipal councils. Its 
mostt successful elections were the 1979 cantonaks, with an average of 5.6 % 
off  the votes for 34 candidates (Nicolas, 1982, pp.319-321). 

633 *We want the organisation of the apartment Brittany of the building France of the 
neighbourhoodd Europe' (translation FS). 
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Ass in the 1930s, others had less patience with the unimpressive sup-
portt from the Breton voters. In the 1960s, the MOB also led to the creation 
off  a more impatient group, named the Front de Liberation de la Bretagne and its 
paramilitaryy wing, the Armee Républicaine Bretonne (ARB). The latter was again 
inspiredd by developments in Ireland and imitated the IRA. They carried out 
aa series of bombings of symbols of the 'French occupation', such as prefec-
tures,tures, national police barracks, television transmitters, and even the Chateau 
dee Versailles (Tourault, 2002, p.293). Violent action yielded some results in 
thee form of media attention for a 'problème bretotf, and some public sympathy 
forr the detainees and the amnesty movements (Nicolas, 1986, p.40). This pe-
riodd of violence lasted until the ARB was dismantled at the end of the 1970s. 
Ass a result, the 'Breton mouvement', grouped under the collective name of 
'Emsat?'Emsat? ('uprising1), encompassed a wide range of political and cultural par-
tiesties and movements, including some that were willin g to resort to violent ac-
tion,, although none of them had any proof of any serious degree of popular 
support. . 

7.22 Decentralisation in Brittany 

TheThe governance of Brittany before 1986 

Throughoutt the Middle Ages Brittany was mostly a semi-independent 
Duchy,, and its Dukes were vassal to either the English or French Kings. In 
thee 15th century, moves by Francois II to cut the links of his Duchy with the 
Frenchh Kingdom provoked the decisive War of Independence of Brittany 
(1487-1491).. Francois was beaten and after his death his daughter Anne be-
camee Duchesse. Advanced feudal politics led to Brittany becoming defini-
tivelytively incorporated into France. However, it was only after the marriages of 
Annee to Maximilian of Austria, Charles VIII , and finally at the age of 21 to 
Louiss XII , as well as the marriage of her daughter Claude to Francois I, and 
Claude'ss death in 1524 that the members of the États de Bretagne agreed to 
ann Act of Union with France in 1532 (Monnier & Cassard, 1997, Kerhervé, 
2002). . 

Afterr the Act of Union, Brittany retained many fundamental liber-
ties,, in the hands of the États de Bretagne. The French King could not raise 
taxess without the consent of the États, Bretons could only be tried by Breton 
tribunals,, and Church earnings could only be allotted to Bretons (Monnier & 
Cassard,, 1997, p.326). Besides the États, a Parkment de Bretagne was estab-
lishedd as a juridical institution in 1554, first in Nantes and later in Rennes. 
Economically,, Brittany became integrated into France, particularly through 
thee efforts of Colbert under Louis XTV, and Nantes acquired the monopoly 
onn maritime shipping to the Antilles. Politically, tensions remained between 
thee États and the French government, particularly on the subject of taxation. 
Withh the États, Parkment and a number of other institutions all administrating 
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thee same territory, Brittany managed to keep provincial powers without hav-
ingg to deal with a rival in the French Kingdom (Martray, 1985, p.33). 

Thee French Revolution did away with the provincial powers and 
privileges.. They were replaced by départements and, despite the ambition to 
reneww France and apply geometrical patterns, the provincial boundaries re-
mainedd intact, and Brittany was divided into five départements (Pennec, 2002). 
However,, Breton administrative institutions were abolished and 'the word 
Bretagnee or the adjective Breton was banned from the administrative vo-
cabulary'' (Monnier & Cassard, 1997, p.512). With the départements as pivotal 
administrativee territories, Brittany, like other parts of France, was actively in-
tegratedd into the Republic during the 19th Century (Weber, 1976). At the be-
ginningg of the Third Republic, schooling was still only accessible to a minor-
ityy of the population in Brittany, and was controlled heavily by the Church. 
Accordingg to Pierre (2001), the spread of private or public schools teaching 
onlyy in French, a spectacular growth in peasant landownership and new ways 
off  communication, such as railways, stimulated the assimilation of Brittany 
intoo a larger French society. Railways not only facilitated the influx of civil 
servantss into Brittany, but also extended the mobility of Breton workers and 
aa massive wave of emigration and the establishment of a Breton diaspora in 
Montparnassee (Monnier & Cassard, 1997, pp.515-516). However, in his Tab-
leauleau politique de la France de /'Ouest, which dates from 1913, Andre Siegfried 
wass still able to conclude that Breton backwardness hindered the spread of 
Frenchh republican and democratic values: 

Vis-a-visVis-a-vis de la France républicaine et démocratique, ou si 1'on veut vis-a-vis des 
fortesfortes de la Revolution jrancaise triomphante, l'Ouest représente done, en plein 
débutdébut du XXe siècle, un element d'opposition qui ne cede pas. ... Contrée 
intérieureintérieure plus encore que maritime, isoUe plus encore que lointaine, etpréservée 
dede cefait d'un contact trop étroit avec la vie moderne, l'Ouestperpétue en effet des 
manièresmanières d'etre et de sentirqui sont d'autrefois plus que d'aujourd'bui. De la son 
charmecharme de vieille France et cette paresses d'évolution, qui fait que les changements 
nene s'jproduisent ni de la mêmefacon, ni avec la même rapidité qu'ailleurs. On 
s'js'j meut dans I'atmosphere du passé, et ce sont les luttes du passé quij continu-
ent,ent, sans que les forces de la resistance j aient été jusqu'ici sérieusement en-
Aora««(1913,p.514). . 

644 In comparison with republican and democratic France or, if one prefers, in com-
parisonn with the triumphing forces of the French revolution, the West represents 
then,, well in the beginning of the 20th Century, an element of opposition diat does 
nott give up. ... More interior than maritime country, more isolated than remote, and 
becausee of that preserved from too close contact with modern life, the West per-
petuatess indeed manners and feelings that are more those of the past than those of 
today.. Therein rests its charm of old France and its lazy evolution, which makes that 
changess do not happen at the same way there, nor at the same speed as elsewhere. 
There,, one moves in the atmosphere of the past, and it is the struggles of the past 
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I nn this period, the republican model remained incompatible with the 
formerr provinces, and formal institutions were established at provincial level. 
Thiss explains why pétmmsme and the Vichy regime adopted a more favourable 
stancee towards provincial institutions. A regional préfet was established and a 
ComitéComité Consultatif de Bretagne in 1942. Brittany again became an administrative 
territory,, although the Loire-Inferieure département of Nantes was not part of 
thee Province de Bretagne created in 1941 (Favereau, 1993). 

Pétainn vowed to restore the provinces during the regionalisation of 
France,, and regionalists and representatives from Rennes and Nantes lob-
biedd for a Brittany of five départements, quarrelled on what the regional capital 
wouldd be, or proposed Nantes as the centre of a 'Grand Ouest'. While this 
debatee went on, a preliminary administrative division was made, on func-
tionall  and partly military grounds, which specified a Rennes region and an 
Angerss region, of which Nantes was part (Rocher, 1998). After that, it was 
consideredd more practical to maintain that division than restart the debate in 
thee circumstances of the war (Baruch, 2002). This suggests that the initial de-
cisionn to separate Loire-Atlantique from Brittany was more functionally mo-
tivatedd than inspired by a wish to undermine Breton centrifugal tendencies. 

Afterr the Second World War, the Breton administrative institutions 
weree abolished. However, from the 1950s onwards an administrative region 
off  Brittany was restored during the introduction of planning regions 
throughoutt France. 

TheThe tasks of the Conseil Regional 

Apartt from Corsica and the overseas départements and territoires, all French re-
gionsgions received the same capabilities under the 1982 decentralisation. The ad-
ministrationn of subjects such as economic development, advanced secondary 
education,, and infrastructure became the responsibilities of the Conseil Re-
gionalgional of Brittany, as was the case in other regions. Regional governments 
havee limited possibilities to develop distinctive policies in their region be-
causee the decentralisation did not include the transfer of legislative powers, 
norr capacities to adapt legislation made in Paris. On the other hand, the Con-
sulssuls Régionaux, like other coUectivités territoriales, have general administrative re-
sponsibilitiess within the legislative framework (Cole, 2004b, p.357). One 
uniquee characteristic of Brittany is the desire for cross-party cohesion, and 
cohesionn between conseilkrs régionaux and representatives of other entities, 
suchh as the mayor Breton cities, with a view to forming a Breton coalition 
whichh would put forward solutions in defence of a common regional inter-
est.. According to Pasquier (2000, pp.238-240), this regional unity when con-

thatt continue, while the forces of resistance have not yet been seriously broken 
down'' (translation FS). 
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frontingg the services of the state is a direct legacy of the approach of the 
CELIB. . 

Althoughh the budgets of the Conseils Regionaux have increased over 
thee past decades, they constitute a modest proportion of the total budget for 
alll  government expenditure, as well as a small part of the budget of all collec-
tivitéstivités territoriales. In 1996, the communes accounted for 59.6%, the departments 
forr 30.7%, and the regions 9.9% (Pasquier, 2000, p.186). In Brittany this 
meanss that the annual budget of the whole Consei/Regional is more or less the 
samee as that of Brittany's capital city Rennes. Although the subjects that are 
thee responsibility of the régon are those deemed more strategic, and those of 
immediatee and intermediate proximity of the communes and départements (Cole, 
2004b,, p.357), in many ways the regional level is not the dominant one. In 
somee policy fields the distribution of responsibilities simply reflects a spatial 
hierarchyy with responsibility for primary schools being assigned to the com-
munes,munes, colleges to the départements, jycées to the region, and universities to the 
state.. However, the election system has, for example, meant that the départe-
mentsments have stayed very important. 

7.33 Regional institutionalisation in Brittany after regionalisation 

ComplexComplex and controversial Breton territories 

Afterr the French Revolution the province of Brittany was divided into five dé-
partements,partements, while the new division did not alter the boundaries that had ex-
istedd between Brittany and Normandie, Maine, Anjou and Poitou. The pre-
sentt administrative region of Brittany groups four of those departments, namely 
Finistère,, Cótes-d'Armor, Morbihan and Ille-et-Vilaine, while Loire-
Atlantiquee is part of the region Pays de la Loire. This division has been main-
tainedd since the introduction of 22 régons de programme in 1956, which itself 
continuedd the separation of Loire-Atlantique65 made in 1941 by the Vichy 
regime.. As a result, there is now a familiar distinction between Bretagne histori-
queque of five départements including Loire-Atlantique, and Bretagne administrative 
withoutt Loire-Adantique. Campaigns to restore the historical territory of 
Brittanyy by adding Loire-Atlantique to administrative Brittany are an impor-
tantt part of Breton regionalism. The claims are given more clout by the pres-
entationn of Nantes as 'historical capital' of Brittany. And indeed, Nantes was 
thee capital city of the Duchy of Brittany, and initially the seat of the Parlement 
dede Bretagne. 

Sincee the 1970s, die 'reunification' of Brittany has been one of the 
majorr demands of Breton regionalists. The demands intensified once the im-
portancee of the administrative regions increased. The same demands have 

655 At the time, and until 1957, Loire-Atlantique was known as Loire-Inférieure. Simi-
larly,, Cotes-d'Armor was known as Cótes-du-Nord until 1990. 
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alsoo been made by organisations like Bretagne Réunie, which used to be 
calledd Comité pour lTJnité Administrative de la Bretagne (CUAB) and is 
consideredd an integral part of the Emsav. The arguments the organisation 
givess for a Brittany of five départements are not just historical, but also point to 
thee economic advantages for Brittany that the metropolitan area of Nantes 
andd the port of St. Nazaire would bring66, Breton characteristics of Loire-
Atlantique,, and the wishes of the inhabitants of Brittany (Comité pour 1'unité 
administrativee de la Bretagne, 2005). Indeed, opinion polls held in recent 
yearss by regional newspapers support the claim that the inhabitants of ad-
ministrativee Brittany as well as Loire-Atlantique are in favour of a 'reunifica-
tion'.tion'. According to a 1999 TMO poll, 68% of the inhabitants of Loire-
Atlantiquee were in favour of joining Brittany, and 25 % were opposed (Di-
manchee Ouest- France, 1999). In 2000, the CSA found 71 % in favour (CSA, 
2000)) and, according to an Ifop poll in 2001, 75 % of the inhabitants of 
Loire-Atlantiquee were in favour (Dimanche Ouest-France, 2001). However, 
thee polls also show that most are mildly in favour, and relatively few support 
reunificationreunification to any great extent. Reunification is a relatively minor item on the 
regionall  political agenda and, although most Bretons are in favour of a larger 
region,, the subject does not figure prominently in election campaigns. In 
1997,, 2001 and 2004, the Consei/Regional voted in favour of a reunification, and 
thee Conseil General of Loire-Atlantique did likewise in 2001. When asked 
aboutt the issue, some Conseillers régionaux said they were strongly in favour: 

LaLa Bretagne a tout agagner a être a cinq départements. Elle a tout a gagner a 
récupérerrécupérer Nantes, e lie a tout agagner a augmenter sa force, sa puissance, saforce 

financière,financière, son ouverture maritime67 (interview, Les Verts 2004). 

Butt for many it is not high on the list of priorities: 

Moi,Moi, fa ne m'intéresse pas. C'est vrai que c'est coherent que la Bretagne histori-
queque se retrouve. ... Pour moi c'est pas un theme politique majeur. Je pense qu'il 

yy a heaucoup de themes majeurs. ... Je n'en f ais pas une maladie, ni pour, ni 
contre.contre. ... Le vote? Je ne saispas. Comme mon grouped (interview, PS, 
2004). . 

666 For a defence of the 'reunification* based on economic arguments and the 'truly 
Europeann dimension' of a larger Brittany see Martray & Ollivro (2001). 
677 'Brittany has all to gain by having five départements. It has all to gain by getting 
Nantess back, it has all to gain by increasing its strength, its power, its financial 
strength,, its maritime access' (translation FS). 
688 'It does not interest me. It is true that it is coherent that historical Brittany recov-
ers.. ... For me it is not a major political issue. I think there are many major issues. 
.... It's no big deal to me, neither for nor against. ... The vote? I don't know. As my 
group'' (translation FS). 
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1111 est incontestable, incontestable, qu'historiquemeni Nantes faitpartie de la Bre-
tagne.tagne. Pas la peine de dire que Nantes n'apas sa place en Bretagne ce serait une 
erreurerreur bistorique. ... Mais bon, est-ce que c'est la question majeure et centrale de 
Bretagne?Bretagne?̂̂6969(interview,(interview, UMP, 2004). 

AA much-used argument by those in favour is the cultural and historical co-
herencee of Loire-Atlantique in Brittany, contrasted with the artificiality and 
lackk of identity of Pays de la Loire. This is combined with complaints about 
thee efforts of the Conseil Regional of Pays de la Loire to actively create a 
strongerr identity - like many other regions have done since they became ad-
ministrativelyy more important - thus undermining the chances of Breton 
'reunification': 'reunification': 

EnEn revanche, et c'est une vraie difficultépour nous, c'est que le Conseil Regional 
desdes Pays de la Loirs a développé beaucoup de mqyens de communication, je dirais 
mernemerne de propaganda, pour essqyer de faire passer dans les têtes I 'existence d'une 
regionregion qui ne ressembk a rien. ... On a d'abord recré l'histoire. Faire ce que le 
ConseilConseil Regional des Pays de la Loire fait depuis nombreuses années, c'est a dire 
distribuerdistribuer gratuitement les livres d'histoire sur ks Pays de la Loire aux lycéens. 
LaLa region des Pays de la Loire a d'abord donné des livres gratuitement aux jeu-
nesnes mariéspour leur enfoncer dans la tête l'idée que les Pays de la Loire fa vient 
dede bin, et ca a toujours existé, ce qui est faux évidemmenf® (interview, UDB, 
2004). . 

Inn Loire-Adantique and the four départements of 'administrative Brit-
tany',, the practical functioning of the Conseils Regionaux within their bounda-
riess seems not to have moved the issue completely off the agenda. Pressure 
groupss like CUAB, and Emsav have, in general, kept the idea of a 'historical 
Brittany'' alive, without achieving any real progress towards that goal. The le-
gall  provisions for redrawing regional boundaries that exist demand agree-
mentt from both Conseils Regionaux. While the élus in Brittany and Loire-
Adantiquee have spoken out on the matter, convincing the conseillers regionaux 

699 'It is indisputable, indisputable that historically Nantes is part of Brittany. Saying 
thatt Nantes does not have its place in Brittany would be a histocially error. .. .But 
well,, is it the major and central question of Brittany? (translation FS)' 
700 In return, and that is a real difficulty for us, the regional conseil of Pays de la Loire 
hass developed many means of communication, I would even say propaganda, to try 
too get the existence of a region that does not resemble anything into people's heads. 
.... One has even recreated history, done what the regional councile of Pays de la 
Loiree does since many years, that is, distributing books on the history of Pays de la 
Loiree to secondary school students for free. The region Pays de la Loire has given 
bookss first for free to young married couples to force the idea into their heads that 
Payss de la loire goes back a long time, and that it hs always existed, which is evi-
dendyy bogus' (translation FS). 
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off  Pays de la Loire is more difficult. No opinion polls have yet asked what 
thee inhabitants of the other département* of Pays de la Loire think of it. They 
mightt be less impressed by the argument that Brittany with Nantes is more 
coherent,, and wil l weigh up a shift from an 'artificial' Pays de la Loire to a 
marginallyy less 'artificial' *Val de Loire' region against losing the metropolitan 
areaa of Nantes. An aspect that complicates the matter even further is mat 
bothh the mayors of Nantes and of Rennes are against the idea, and the ques-
tionn which of the two cities would be the capital of a larger Brittany cannot 
bee answered to everyone's satisfaction. However, 'reunification' as a political 
issuee apart, the two territorial shapes of Brittany exist alongside each other, 
andd both keep being used in different contexts. Spatially, the word 'Bretagne' 
meanss the areas of Finistère, Morbihan, Cötes-d'Armor and Ille-et-Vilaine, 
andd often Loire-Adantique as well. Regionalisation and the increased impor-
tancee of regional institutions has not normalised the idea of a Brittany of 
fourr département*. 

Theree are more territorial divisions that complicate the establish-
mentt of a clear territorial shape for Brittany. Several territorial divisions of 
Brittanyy exist alongside each other while in some contexts Brittany is not a 
relevantt territory at all. There is the division of Brittany into Armor ('land of 
thee sea') and Argoat ('land of the woods'), widely used in tourism and in ref-
erencess to differences between inland and coastal Brittany, Basse-Bretagne 
versuss Haute-Bretagne which more or less coincides with the linguistic divi-
sionn between Breton-speaking Brittany and French or gallo-speaking Brit-
tany,, and then there is a division into pays like Léon, Cornouaille, Trégor, 
Payss de Vannes, etc., some of which are former duchies or counties, and 
lasdyy there are, of course, the administrative divisions into départements, can-
tons,tons, arondissements, communes, and communautés de communes, communautés 
d'agglomerationd'agglomeration and communautés urbaines. Moreover, there is also the larger area 
off  the Grand Ouest. In mass media (regional television, newspapers) the 
combinationn of Grand Ouest and Basse-Bretagne/Haute-Bretagne is often 
used,, surpassing the level of Brittany itself. The availability, and continued 
importancee in different contexts, of different competing territorial divisions 
att more or less the same spatial level means there is no neat set of territorial 
divisionss which is used in the majority of circumstances. If such a hierarchy 
existed,, as in the case of the administrative entities of commune, département, re-
gion,gion, (Etat, Europe), the regional level certainly does not dominate. However, 
thiss labyrinth of territories is not specific to Brittany and can be found in 
otherr parts of France as well. For example, in the case of Basse-Normandie, 
ann inventory has been made in a 'Guide des nonages bas-normandi', describing 40 
differentt territorial divisions of the region in usage at the same time (Benoit 
eta/,\99S). eta/,\99S). 
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A.A. Breton symbolic shape 

Thee fact that there are not just two languages but three means there are three 
namess for Brittany, namely Bretagne in French, Breizh in Breton and Ber-
taèynn in Gallo. Only one of those languages has official status, namely 
French,, and in public administration Bretagne is almost always the only term 
used.. However, elsewhere, the Breton name Breizh is often used as well, in a 
wayy that Bertaèyn is not. The name Breizh is generally known and under-
stoodd to mean Brittany, and is used in French language contexts as well. 
Moree than is the case with 'Bretagne' it is a reference to Breton particularity, 
regionall  identity, and even the regionalist movement. For instance, TV Breizh 
iss a bilingual commercial regional television station owned by TF1, Breizh 
Colaa a Breton coke softdrink brand dedicated to the Breton cultural move-
ment,, Breizh Mobile is a Breton mobile phone network, Breizh FM is a re-
gionall  French language radio station, 'BZH' is used as alternative 'country 
code'' on bumper stickers, and 'Breizh' is used in the titles of many regional 
websites.. Most of those organisations operate only in French, but the Breton 
versionn of the region's name is used to highlight the regional character of the 
organisation,, and the specificity of Brittany (see figure 7.1). 

Ann even clearer way to use the Breton region and identity for mar-
ketingg purposes is demonstrated by the work of the 'Produit en Bretagne asso-
ciation.. Founded in 1995, Produit en Bretagne is a private organisation which 
awardss regional produce hallmarks to promote Breton products, but also to 
'valorisee and promote the Breton culture' (Produit en Bretagne, 2005). How-
ever,, its main goal is to support the value of products from Brittany by asso-
ciatingg Brittany with 'quality, solidity and health' (Le Coadic, 1998, p.270). 
Brittanyy has not always had an image as a resource or as and area which gen-
eratess something positive. Le Coadic (1998) even speaks of a shift from 
'submissionn to distinction' in the way the Breton identity is perceived. 

Thee success of the 'Produit en Bretagne' logo, particularly when used 
forr agricultural products, can be explained by the particular existing image of 
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Brittanyy as provincial, close to nature and nostalgic. Those images existed 
earlier,, although their appreciation has varied. Bertho (1980) analyses the 
representationn of Brittany in 19th Century literature and the emergence of a 
Bretonn stereotype, and its function as an amplification of the characteristics 
attributedd to provincial France in general. This stereotype was based on three 
mainn elements, namely the 'celticness' of Bretons as 'anthropological fossils' 
off  the Celtic ancestry of the French, the contra-revolutionary rural revolts of 
thee Chouannnerie, and the area's real economic backwardness. The structure 
off  the stereotype did not change profoundly and this evoked an image of a 
savage,, archaic, folkloristic, catholic and conservative Brittany. Nevertheless, 
Berthoo (1980) shows how those elements were appreciated differently in dif-
ferentt periods, that is either as sinister, foreign, savage and backwards or, for 
instancee during the romantic period, as a refuge from modernity, and as a 
mystical,, picturesque, pious place where you could get close to nature. Le 
Coadicc (1998) finds similar images of Bretons in French literature, such as 
Flaubert'ss Voyage en Bretagne or Balzac's Les Chouans, as savage, ignorant, 
religiouss and stubborn 'men of granit'. Comparing this with 19th and 20th 

centuryy literature by Breton authors, Le Coadic concludes that Breton writers 
usee the very same stereotypical elements, but that 'the same features that are 
appraisedd by Breton authors are often mocked or depreciated by French au-
thors'(1998,, p. 118). 

Onee 19th Century French literature character is still regarded as the 
representationn of the archaic, rural and ignorant Breton stereotype, namely 
Bécassine.. A series of very popular comic books spread this image through-
outt France, and Bécassine as a representation of Bretons, is despised by 
manyy Bretons for that very reason. Bécassine, a young Bretonne with a coiffe 
(traditionall  headdress) is as close to a feminine character symbol of Brittany 
ass it gets (Bertho, 1980). She is like a Breton version of the French Marianne, 
althoughh disliked instead of celebrated because her stupidity, naivety and ig-
norancee reminds people of the more negative Breton stereotypes. 

Ass described by Bouyer (1987), the albums of Bécassine are also rich 
inn stereotypical representations of Breton popular events, rural life and land-
scape.. Given that a 'close relationship to nature' itself is a stereotypical char-
acteristicc of Bretons (Le Coadic, 1998), representations of a particular Breton 
landscapee are an element of Breton iconography. As Caradec (2001, p. 121) 
notes,, the evocations of Breton landscape are based on the Armor-Argoat 
dualityy of coast and interior. On the one hand there is the rocky granite mari-
timee coast and the sea and, on the other hand, there is the green hilly land-
scapee of forests and bocage (groves), with their iconic economies of fishing 
andd agriculture. Despite the urbanisation of Brittany and the presence of im-
portantt urban centres such as Nantes (not inside administrative Brittany, but 
certainlyy related to the Breton image), Rennes and Brest, the typical Breton 
landscapee has remained rural and maritime. This image is even promoted in 
campaignss by the Breton Comité Regional de Tourisme or Produit en Bretagne. 
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AA particularly popular landscape feature which was used as a symbol of Brit-
tany,, used over and over again in branch logos and publications that want to 
makee sure their connection with Brittany is understood, is a lighthouse, or 
indeed,, zphare breton (figure 7.1). 

Inn places, bilingual road signs are a visible and specifically Breton 
additionn to the landscape, but bilingual signage is implemented so haphaz-
ardlyy that this is certainly no universal feature of the whole region. Public 
roadd and street signs are the responsibility of the départements and communes, 
andd each of those authorities is free to choose whether to add a Breton sign 
too the existing French ones, with a mishmash of bilingual and monolingual 
signingg as a result. The French signs remain the only official versions, but 
theree is no formal prohibition to adding a sign in Breton, or Gallo (Office de 
laa Langue Bretonne, 2002, p.49). As regards the latter, Gallo is hardly ever 
usedd for road or street signs, while many communes in the Pays de Gallo have 
adoptedd street signs and panneaux d'entrêe (place-name signs) in Breton. So, al-
thoughh those towns are located in Haute-Bretagne, Breton and not Gallo has 
historicallyy been the local language, and one enters Rennes/Roazhon, Saint-
Brieuc/Sant-Briegg and Fougères/Felger, and not Resnn, Saent-Berioec and 
Foujerr.. This reflects the different roles of both regional languages. Breton is 
aa symbol for the whole of Brittany, with some applications in public life, and 
Galloo is a symbol of Haute-Breton heritage, with much more restricted func-
tions.. Nevertheless, the use of Breton/French bilingual signs is much more 
developedd in Basse-Bretagne than Haute-Bretagne, mostly because the active 
policiess of the Conseil General oi Finistere. 

Thee 1982 decentralisation, with the abolition of the tutelle of state 
representatives,, gave local authorities more leeway to add regional language 
signs,, but this applied mostly to départements and communes, and not to the re-
gions.gions. So, from the 1980s onwards, more and more places installed bilingual 
signs,, while the role of the Conseil Regional in this matter was restricted to ar-
rangingg consultations on the issue with the Conseils Généraux. Another actor 
thatt stimulated the implementation of bilingual signs was the persistent mili-
tantt action of Stourm ar Brezhoneg, whose members painted over road signs 
inn the early 1980s, costing the départements large sums to clean or replace the 
signss (Office de la Langue Bretonne, 2002, p.50). 

Whilee not all villages have a bilingual sign, when entering a Breton 
villagee one sees the signs of its jumelage (twinning) with foreign places, and of-
tenn those twin cities are from Ireland, Wales, Cornwall or Scotland. Accord-
ingg to Roudaut (1999, p. 106) Breton towns have a disproportionate number 
oijumelagesoijumelages with 'Celtic' towns (158 in total, as opposed to 100 German, 51 
Englishh and 18 Spanish twins). A sense of Celticness is an important aspect 
off  Breton particularism, and Brittany plays a relatively active role in panceltic 
eventss and organisations. The yearly Festival Interceltique de Lorient, which 
hass taken place since 1971, attracts 450,000 visitors, about three times as 
manyy as the Welsh Eisteddfod. The portrayal of Brittany as one of a number 
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off  Celtic territories with a 'Celtic culture' serves to distinguish it from the rest 
off  France (Wyart, 2004). Initially expressed through the Breton Celtic lan-
guagee and music, Brittany's Celtic qualities also connect to a differentiated 
historyy and provide a background to Breton regionalism. However, over the 
pastt decades there has been a growing interest in certain products of this 
'Celticc culture', especially music and the festoü-no ̂(night feast), folk dance 
eventss with music and Breton language songs, which are becoming increas-
inglyy popular among a younger public, and in other parts of France as well. 
Thiss popular 'neo-Celtisme' has broadened the appeal of Celtic and Breton 
culturee to a larger audience, disconnected from the political regionalism, and 
manyy of those events in Brittany remain fundraising occasions for organisa-
tionss as Diwan, and mobilisation opportunities for the Breton movement. 

Afterr regionalisation, all the regions started adopting a new logo to 
usee in the region's communication and marketing, and to boost the new re-
gions'' identity. Brittany was one of the last region's to do so, but adopted a 
logoo and flag in 1987. There were doubts about the need for such a new 
logo,, as the Conseil Regional seemed content to use existing historical re-
sourcess and its President Marcellin for communication purposes (Dauvin, 
1993,, p.399). The fact that there already was a flag and emblem for Brittany 
playedd a role in this. The black and white Breton flag, the Gwenn-ha-du, it-
selff  a relatively recent creation, was designed in 1923 by Morvan Marchal, 
andd was used by the Breton movement Breizh Atao71. It was inspired by the 
Americann 'Stars and Stripes', and includes a number of hermines (ermines), 
symbolss of the historical banner of the Duchy of Brittany. The hermines were 
aa symbol of Brittany, akin to the French fleur de lys. They also figure in the 
flagflag of Nantes and are still used as symbols of Brittany. The Gwenn-ha-du is 
alsoo used widely as the Breton flag and can be seen at demonstrations or 
sportt events. As a result, the new flag, which was created in 1987, has only 
beenn used as logo and symbol of the Conseil Regional, not of the region itself. 
Evenn so, the Gwenn-ha-du has recendy been adopted more and more by re-
gionall  authorities and is now flown from the buildings of the Conseil Regional, 
andd from many Mairies and Conseils Généraux throughout Brittany (including 
thee buildings of the Conseil General of Loire-Adantique and the Maine of 
Nantes).. Although it has no official status, its usage on government buildings 
andd by the Conseil Regional (during events, at its website), and political parties 
(inn their election manifestos) reflects a general acceptance of the flag within 
Brittany,, and a very reduced status for the 1987 regional logo. In 2005 the 

711 Because of fascist tendencies of its designer, and collaboration with the German 
occupationn of the Breton movement during the Second World War, the flag was re-
nouncedd after the war, and is still criticised for that fascist connection by certain de-
fenderss of a strict republicanism; organisations such as the Observatoire du Com-
munautarismee (http: / /wwTV.communautarisme.net) and Libre Pensee 
(http://librepenseefrance.ouvaton.org/)) keep entire Gwen-ha-du dossiers. 
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neww socialist-ecologist-regionalist government of the Conseil Regional intro-
ducedd a new logo, with more references to history, the hermine, and the 
Gwenn-ha-du,, but still did not adapt the Gwen-ha-du as its flag. 

Figuree 7.2 Breton flags: Gwenn-ha-du, and the new 1987 and 2005 Conseil 
RegionalRegional flags 

BretonBreton institutions 

LanguagesLanguages of Brittany, Breton and Gallo 
O nee of the main territorial divisions within Brittany is the one separating the 
regionn from east to west, between Basse-Bretagne and Haute-Bretagne, or 
betweenn 'Bretagne bretonnante' and the 'Pays gallo'. From a practical point 
off  view, both areas are nowadays primarily ' francophone', but the idea that 
Brittanyy 'has two regional languages' each with its own historical territory is 
welll  established. This is reflected in attention focused on the 'limite du bretori 
(e.g.. Broudic, 2002, Favereau, 1993), a linguistic limes, forced back westwards 
sincee the Middle Ages, with towns falling to francophonie like besieged for-
tresses:: "Mür-de-Bretagne cesse de parler Breton au milieu du XXe siècle"12 (Broudic, 
2002,, p.158). However, increasingly that mythical line cannot be seen as a 
separationn between a homogenous Breton-speaking area and a non-Breton-
speakingg territory. To its west there is a strong concentration of Breton-
speakingg communit ies in certain areas and virtual absence of them in others 
while,, to its east, places like Rennes now have substantial numbers of (new) 
brittophonesbrittophones7373. . 

Onee result is that generally surveys on the numbers of Breton 
speakerss have been carried out only in Basse-Bretagne. An exception is a re-
centt survey by Cole et al. (2004a), which included a question about knowl-

722 'Mur-de-Bretagne stopped talking Breton in the middle of the 20th Century' (trans-
lationn FS). 
733 The term 'brittophoné' has basically the same meaning as 'bretonnanf, i.e. a Breton 
speaker.. However, because 'bretonnanf also evolved to mean someone particularly in-
terestedd in Breton culture in general, the term 'brittophone' was introduced as a more 
neutrall  word with a meaning confined to linguistic abilities (Chartier & Larvor, 2002, 
p.9). . 
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edgee of Breton in the whole administrative region of Brittany. Indeed, the dif-
ferencee between Ille-et-Vilaine and Cotes-d'Armor and Finistère in particular 
iss clear (see table 7.1). This applies mostly to the ability to speak Breton with 
somee fluency, since in Ille-et-Vilaine and Morbihan about a quarter of the 
populationn know a few basic Breton words. Even within Basse-Bretagne 
theree are huge differences. 

Tablee 7.1 Knowledge of Breton language, 2001, % 

cSTorr  R"1"** vSt a Mo r t , i ha n ™ 
Speakk fluently 

Speakk and understan d fairl y well 
Speakk and understan d som e 

Cann say and understan d a few basi c word s 
Can'tt  speak or understan d at all 

NA A 
Total l 

n n 

11.5 5 
7.3 3 
5.8 8 

21.5 5 
52.4 4 
1.5 5 

100.0 0 
191 1 

11.2 2 
10.2 2 
14.9 9 
26.1 1 
34.2 2 
3.4 4 

100.0 0 
295 5 

0.6 6 
0.8 8 
2.8 8 
24.6 6 
71.0 0 
0.2 2 

100.0 0 
298 8 

3.6 6 
4.4 4 
5.8 8 
25.8 8 
60.0 0 
0.4 4 

100.0 0 
225 5 

6.4 4 
5.6 6 
7.5 5 
24.8 8 
54.2 2 
1.5 5 

100.0 0 
1009 9 

Source:: Cole, 2004a 

Theree is a long history of surveys of the knowledge and usage of the 
Bretonn language, from the 18th century reports of Abbé Grégoire, and the 
18866 research of Paul Sébillot, to more contemporary surveys by the Institut 
NationalNational de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques and commercial organisa-
tions.tions. However, because they have all used different methods, asked differ-
entt questions and covered populations of different areas and ages, it is not 
possiblee to establish a precise trend. What is clear, however, is that there has 
beenn a long-term decline in the usage of Breton. According to Sébillot's es-
timates,, at the end of the 19th century there were more monolingual breton-
nantsnants than bilinguals and hardly any monolingual francophones in Basse-
Bretagnee (Favereau, 1993, p.27). In 1952, Gourvil estimated that there were 
100,0000 (or 7 %) Breton monolinguals in Basse-Bretagne, in comparison to 
400,0000 (27%) French monolinguals (Broudic, 1995, pp.181-183). Surveys in 
thee 1980s and 1990s no longer focused on Breton monolinguals and presup-
posedd their virtual disappearance, but found that about 30-40% in Basse-
Bretagnee understood Breton, while 20-30% spoke it at least reasonably well 
(Broudic,, 1995, Office de la Langue Bretonne, 2002). According to Broudic 
(2003,, p.75) the decline of the Breton language occurred in the decades after 
WWII ,, when parents started en masse to raise their children in French instead 
off  in Breton. 

Ass mentioned above, the contemporary surveys differ too much in 
approachh to distil a reliable trend over the last few decades. An indirect indi-
cationn of the continued decline in the number of Breton speakers is the high 
correlationn with age (see table 7.2). In particular, only old age pensioners are 
thesee days fluent speakers of Breton. According to this 2001 survey, 69 % of 
alll  people fluent in Breton are 65 or older, while 89 % is older than 44. 
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0 0 

0.7 7 

2.0 0 

28.9 9 

68.5 5 

0.0 0 
100.1 1 
149 9 

1.8 8 

3.6 6 

6.6 6 

37.1 1 

49.7 7 

1.2 2 
100.0 0 
167 7 

2.3 3 

5.7 7 

8.5 5 

21.0 0 

59.7 7 

2.8 8 
100.0 0 
176 6 

3.6 6 

7.8 8 

9.0 0 

21.0 0 

56.3 3 

2.4 4 
100.0 0 
167 7 

6.0 0 

6.8 8 

9.4 4 

24.8 8 

51.3 3 

1.7 7 
100.0 0 
117 7 

19.6 6 

7.4 4 

8.7 7 

18.3 3 

45.2 2 

0.9 9 
100.0 0 
230 230 

Knowledgee of Breton is almost non-existent among those younger than 35. 
Thiss means that initiatives that have been taken over the past decades to 
stimulatee the learning of Breton through education have had very littl e suc-
cess. . 

Tablee 7.2 Knowledge of the Breton language, per age group, 2001, % 
16-244 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+ 

II speak Breto n fluentl y 
II can speak and understan d Breto n 

fairl yy  well 
II can speak and understan d some 

Breto n n 
II can say and understan d a few basi c 

word ss of Breto n 
II cant speak or understan d Breto n at 

all l 
Other r 
Total l 

n n 
Source:: Cole, 2004a, own elaboration 

Thee situation as regards skills other than understanding and speak-
ingg Breton is even more problematic. While a 1997 TMO-Régions survey 
amongg Bas-Bretons (Broudic, 1999), found that 31 % understood Breton 
welll  or fairly well, and that 20 % were able to speak Breton well or fairly well, 
onlyy 5 % could read Breton easily or fairly easily (and 10 % with some or a 
lott of difficulty), and only 1.5% were able to write Breton well or fairly well 
(andd 6.5 % 'fairly well*). In the light of this evidence, which paints a picture 
off  Breton as a language of the elderly with hardly any application in reading 
andd writing, the question mark in the tide of a recent report of the Office de 
lala Langue Bretonne, Un avenirpour la langue bretonne?, seems justified. 

Effortss to spread the usage of French as replacement of regional 
languagess and patois in all parts of the hexagone have long characterised educa-
tionn policies in France. As long ago as in 1794, a decree ordered that 'in all 
partss of the Republic, education is only to be given in the French language' 
(McDonald,, 1989, p.27). Several laws throughout the 19th century confirmed 
thatt French was to be the sole language used in education. In 1925, the Min-
isterr of Public Education, De Monzie, said that "Pour l'unité linguistique de la 
Vranee,Vranee, il  faut que la langue bretonne disparaisse74" (cited in Bempéchat, 2004, 
p.. 14), and even in 1972 President Georges Pomidou stated: "II  n'j a pas de 
placeplace pour les langues et cultures régionales dans une France qui doit marquer FHurope de 
sonson sceau7S" (cited in Leclerc, 2000). At that moment it was already possible to 

744 'For the linguistic unity of France, the Breton language should dissapear' (transla-
tiontion FS). 
755 There is no place for regional languages and cultures in a France that has to make 
ann impact in Europe' (translation FS). 
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learnn some Breton at school, since the introduction of the 1951 'Loi 
Deixonne',, which allowed a maximum of three hours of education of a few 
designatedd regional languages, if explicitly demanded by the parents, and if 
thee teacher had no objections. Only a tiny proportion of students in Brittany 
learnss some Breton this way. In 2000, this was equivalent to 2.0% of all pri-
maryy school pupils in the five département* of historical Brittany, 2.4 % of all 
collegecollege students, and 0.9 % of those attending a fycée (Office de la Langue 
Bretonne,, 2002, p.200). It took until 1971 to pass the regulations making ap-
plicationn of the 'Loi Deixonne' possible. Although certain measures have 
beenn taken in favour of regional languages, such as the possibility to experi-
mentt with bilingual classes, the possibility to make History and Geography 
examss at college and tycée in Breton, and the possibility of teaching Breton as a 
'livingg language' (other than French), littl e legislation has been introduced to 
generalisee the teaching of Breton. The collectivités locales, like the regional au-
thorities,, have no say in the curriculum of schools, only in offering facilities 
likee school buildings. The Corueil Regional can only appeal to national authori-
tiesties to change legislation and make symbolic statements as it did in 2004 
whenn it 'officially' recognised the existence of Breton and Gallo as 'languages 
off  Brittany' alongside French (Conseil Regional de Bretagne, 2004). In prac-
tice,tice, for instance through the investment in Breton learning material, it is not 
thee Conseil Regional that is the most active, but the Conseil General of Finistère, 
thee only department completely in Basse-Bretagne. 

Bilinguall  schools have appeared in Brittany during the past decades 
nott as a result of regional government policies, but on the basis of parent ini-
tiatives.. The first, and still the largest of those organisations, is Diwan which 
wass founded in 1977. Diwan not only covers the education of Breton, but 
educationn in Breton as well. Subjects are taught in both French or Breton, 
withh Breton being dominant, and even exclusive in the first few years. These 
schoolss do not conform completely to the national curricula guidelines since 
theyy are private schools and are only partly financed by the state. In the 
1980s,, bilingual classes were introduced in a number of state-financed 
schoolss (organised by the association Div Yezh), and in Catholic (private) 
schoolss (initiated by Dihun), where pupils study Breton as a subject and are 
taughtt a number of other subjects in Breton as well. In Brittany private 
(Catholic)) schools are relatively important, and 39 % of Breton primary 
schooll  students attend a private school, as opposed to 14 % in France as a 
wholee (Ministre de FÉducation nationale, 2004, p. 18). In 2002, there were 45 
bilinguall  state schools, 39 bilingual Catholic schools, and 37 Diwan schools. 
Thee number of bilingual schools, and the number of pupils who attend 
them,, has grown significantly over the past decades, with a total of 7,386 
studentss at all levels in 2002. This is nearly tfiree times as many as in 1995. 
Bilinguall  nursery and primary schools are die most popular, and there were 
2,8355 bilingual primary school students. However, this still corresponds to 
onlyy about 1 % of all primary school students in Brittany (Office de la 
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Languee Bretonne, 2002). Geographically, the spread of bilingual schools is 
nott generalised either. Most are located in Basse-Bretagne, although there are 
Diwann schools in the larger towns and cities of Haute-Bretagne, such as 
Rennes,, Nantes, St. Nazaire and St. Malo, and one in Paris as well. 

Thee symbolic impact of Diwan seems to be much more important 
andd the defence of those schools is an important issue within the Breton re-
gionalistt movement. As far as cultural movements are concerned, the organi-
sationn can even be regarded to some degree as an integral part of Emsav, 
Donationss for Diwan can be made at jestoü-no ̂and in Breton bookshops. 
Oppositionn to the decision by the Conseil Constitutionnel in 2001 to forbid 
Educationn Minister Jack Lang's proposal to integrate Diwan schools into the 
statee school system figures as prominendy in demonstrations as the opposi-
tionn to the French refusal to ratify the European Charter for Regional or Mi-
norityy Languages76. 

Tablee 7.3 Preferences for Breton language policies, 2001, % 

Strongly y 
agree e 
Agree e 

Disagree e 
Stronglyy dis-

agree e 
Don'tt know 

Refusal l 
Total l 

n n 

Thee Breton 
languagee is a 
centrall part of 

thee Breton 
identity y 

62.5 5 

22.9 9 
6.9 9 

6.5 5 

1.2 2 
0.1 1 

100.0 0 
1007 7 

Wee need to 
trainn more 

Breton n 
speakerss to 
occupyy po-

sitionss in 
politicss & 

administra--
tion n 

18.1 1 

20.2 2 
21.9 9 

35.4 4 

4.3 3 
0.2 2 

100.0 0 
18.1 1 

Certainn jobs 
inn Brittany 

reservedd for 
bilingual l 
speakers s 

20.7 7 

22.1 1 
18.5 5 

35.9 9 

2.7 7 
0.2 2 

100.0 0 
20.7 7 

Publicc fund-
ingg should 
bee given to 
thee Breton 

media a 

31.3 3 

35.9 9 
12.1 1 

15.5 5 

5.2 2 
0.1 1 

100.0 0 
31.3 3 

Publicc fund-
ingg should 
bee given to 
Bretonn as-
sociations s 

38.6 6 

35.0 0 
11.7 7 

10.7 7 

3.5 5 
0.4 4 

100.0 0 
38.6 6 

Source:: Cole, 2004a 

Thee symbolic impact of the Breton language not only affects the 
Bretonn movement, but large parts of Breton society as well. According to a 
19977 TMO-Régions survey, 69 % of respondents in Basse-Bretagne were 
veryy or fairly attached to Breton, 12 % were indifferent, and 13 % had litde 
orr no attachment to the language. In the same survey, 88 % were of the 
opinionn that Breton should be preserved ^ilfaut conserver le Breton1) (Broudic, 
1999,, p.74). A majority in the whole of Brittany agree with the statement that 
thee Breton language is a 'central part' of a Breton identity (see table 7.3). 

766 In 1999 the Conseil Constitutionnel decided that the Charter contradicted the 
Frenchh constitution and could not be ratified by France, while the Conseil d'État 
hadd come to the same conclusion in 1997. 
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Whenn it comes down to actual ways of preserving the language, most people 
mayy agree that allowing people who wish to do so to learn Breton is a sym-
patheticc idea. However, anything that comes close to making the teaching of 
Bretonn a general and obligatory feature of education in Brittany is much less 
popularr (see table 7.3). 

Accordingg to Le Coadic (1998, pp. 195-206) elements of former 
stigmatisationn of Breton and bretonnants persist in opinions about the lan-
guage.. On the one hand Breton is associated with negative stereotypes of 
Bretons,, on the other hand, Breton is often regarded as a language for which 
theree is littl e practical use. For an older generation of Basse-Bretons, whose 
maternall  language was Breton, school was the place where Breton was re-
placedd by French, a transformation that itself was linked to progress and a 
wayy out of the relative economic underdevelopment of Brittany. To a com-
pletelyy different group it appears to have meant the opposite, namely that 
Bretonn was an attribute of modernity (Le Coadic, 2002, p.71). These were 
thee 'neo-bretonnants', those who had learned the language as adults, particu-
larlyy since the 1970s. The 1960s and 1970s can be regarded as a period of a 
Bretonn cultural 'renaissance', mostly a movement of intellectuals, who 
foundedd cultural organisations, took an interest in festoü-no% and created op-
portunitiess for Breton education. The 1982 regionalisation did not provide 
ann immediate impulse for this cultural movement; Nicolas (2001, p. 145) even 
speakss of the 1980s as a 'traversée du déserf for the Breton political and cultural 
movement.. However, in the 1990s, it regained momentum among a group 
forr whom the Breton identity could be a mark of distinction. The result has 
beenn that a cultural gap has appeared between the rapidly diminishing group 
off  those who have spoken Breton in their daily lives from childhood and the 
growingg group of those who have learned Breton as adults out of enthusiasm 
forr Breton culture, mostly in surroundings in which Breton is not spoken as 
aa community language. Contact between both groups is sparse. What is 
more,, both groups have different views on the role of Breton in society and 
possiblee linguistic policies. Many of the traditional Breton speakers look with 
bewildermentt or mockingly at the enthusiasm of the 'neo-bretonnants' (Le 
Coadic,, 1998, pp.244-245). 

Andd then there is Gallo. Often referred to as patois, this version of 
thee langue d'oil is spoken in Haute-Bretagne. Although Gallo is specific to 
Brittany,, it does not have the all-encompassing symbolic importance that 
Bretonn has for the whole region. There are only a few associations that pro-
motee and defend the language, and these are mostly interested in its linguis-
ticss and not in its social, economical or political role. There is not one sig-
nificantt group of intellectuals that take an interest in the language. According 
too Favereau (1993, p.40) even the few small organisations that have shown 
ann interest in Gallo have appeared to 'echo' the Breton movements of the 
1970s.. As a result, there are no reliable estimates of the number of speakers 
off  Gallo, and no surveys have included questions about its status and future. 
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Onee feature of the limited role of Gallo is that a lot of those who speak the 
languagee themselves do not even know the term 'Gallo', and simply refer to 
itt as 'lepatoif or 'dialect? (Le Coadic, 1998, pp206-211). Michel Denis speaks 
off  the double inferiority of 'Gallos', that is inferiority with respect to those 
speakingg French, as though it is regarded as a bad or backward version of 
French,, and inferior with respect to those who speak Breton, which is rec-
ognised,, without doubt, as a language in its own right (in Le Coadic, 1998, 
p.215).. When asked about the role of Gallo in Brittany, most members of the 
ConseilConseil Regional are quick to confirm that it is part of the heritage of Brittany, 
andd should be protected as such, but also state that the lack of social demand 
meanss linguistic policies should not go further than that: 

LeLe gallo faitpartie de 1'bistoire culturelle et de l' identité de la Bretagne. ... Et 
jeje avis que ce qu'il est fait pour la connaissance de la langue bretonne, doit être 
aussifaitaussifait pour la connaissance de la langue galtese77 (interview, UDF, 2004). 

Otherss — two Breton-speaking conseillers régionaux from Finistère — had 
fewerr problems expressing the hierarchy between Gallo and Breton: 

£a£a n'est aucune comparaison. £a n'a rigoureusement rien a voire. Alors, la en-
corecore on est dans Sexploitation politicienne de tres, tres bas niveau. ... D'aucuns 
sontsont même arrivés a dire 'le gallo comme k breton', ca n'a pas de sens. Le breton 
estest une langue,vraie langue, qui n'a rien a voir avec lejranfais. Le gallo est un 
patoispatois directement derive du francais ancien. ancien. C'est tout, hein. Que le gallo est 
parlé,parlé, bon. Que, pour le plaisir intelkctuel, on conserve, on essaie de codifier, 
pourquoipas.pourquoipas. £a occupe quelquespersonnes. Mais c'est un non-sens absolupour 
moimoi de considérer qu'on avance de maniere paraltèk sur le breton et le gallo 
78(interview,, UMP, 2004). 

Alors,Alors, je avis qu'on n'est pas sur le même niveau de problème. Le gallo, c'est 
uneune forme de, c'est une dialecte du francais. ... C'est plus au niveau des contes, 

777 Gallo is part of the cultural history and identity of Brittany. ... And I believe that 
whatt has been done for the knowledge of the breton language, must also be done 
forr the knowledge of the gallo language' (translation FS). 
788 'It is no comparison at all. It has nothing at all to do with it. So, there again this is 
att political exploitation at a very, very low level. ... Some are even saying now 'gallo 
justt like breton', but it doesn't make sense. Breton is a language, which has nothing 
too do with French. Gallo is a patois directly derived from ancient French. That's all? 
Thatt gallo is spoken, OK. That for intellectual pleasure, one conserves, and tries to 
codify,, why not. That keeps some people busy. But it is absolute nonsense to me to 
considerr moving forward in the same way with Breton as with Gallo' (translation 
FS). . 
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auau niveau des chants qu'on peut conserver et faire quelque chose ""(interview, 
PS,, 2004). 

I nn contrast to organisations promoting Gallo, there are a large num-
berr of cultural and linguistic organisations promoting Breton, some of them 
withh semi-official status. The Conseil Culturel de Bretagne was founded in 
1978,, as a result of the signing of the Charte Culturelle de Bretagne between 
thee state, the Conseil Regional, and the départements, including Loire-Adantique. 
I tt forms a platform for consultation and co-operation between diverse cul-
turall  organisations in Brittany. The same 1978 cultural charter also led to the 
establishmentt of the Institut Culturel de Bretagne, whose aim was the 'de-
velopmentt and distribution of Breton culture in its widest sense'. I t is fi-
nancedd by the Conseil Regional, and has had fewer responsibilities since the re-
gionall  elections of 1998. Its tasks relating to the promotion of Breton have 
beenn taken over by the Office de la Langue Bretonne, created in 1999 by the 
ConseilConseil Regional. 

Thesee initiatives are part of a less antagonistic view of Breton by the 
authorities,, that is the state and the Conseil Regional. I t seems no longer ac-
ceptablee to speak in denigrating terms of the language, and with a rapidly 
shrinkingg number of everyday speakers, it is increasingly difficult to seriously 
presentt its practice as a danger to the unity of the Republic. On the other 
hand,, most policies that support Breton have served to enhance its image 
andd symbolic role as an element of Breton identity, while there have been 
feww efforts to make its daily usage easier. Bilingual education for a small 
group,, or a few bilingual road-signs here and there, have significant symbolic 
effectss but hardly do anything to make a 'normalisation' of the language a re-
ality.. A major obstacle seems to be the French legislation and the interpreta-
tionn of the Constitution, which blocked steps such as the integration into the 
publicc school system of Diwan schools, and the ratification of the European 
Charterr for Regional and Minority Languages. The fact that everything that 
hass to do with the curricula has remained the domain of the state has not 
madee it any easier for the Conseil Regional to carry out a linguistic policy. This 
shouldd not be used to hide the fact that drastic measures to achieve such 
'normalisation'' of Breton are simply not what most of the inhabitants of 
Brittanyy want, as shown in table 7.3. 

RegonalRegonal media in Brittany 
Twoo regional newspapers cover Brittany, Ouest-France and L* Têlêgramme. 
Quest-FranceQuest-France is by far the largest daily newspaper in France in terms of reader-
ship,, and IJS Têlégramme is also a large regional newspaper, with a circulation 

799 So, I believe that it is not the same level of problem. Gallo, it's a type of, it's a dia-
lectt of French. ... It's more at the level of tales, at the level of songs that one can 
conservee and do something' (translation FS). 
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higherr than the national daily Liberation. In France, in general, regional and 
locall  newspapers are much more popular than the national dailies that are 
welll  known abroad, such as Le Monde and Le Figaro. In 2000, the circulation 
off  all regional newspapers was three times higher than that of the national 
dailiess combined over the whole of France (Fagnot et al, 2002, p.108). Over 
time,, regional newspapers have even become more popular. In 1950, re-
gionall  newspapers accounted for 66 % of all newspapers read, while in 2000 
thee figure was 75 %. In the same period, the total readership of newspapers 
dropped,, but almost exclusively because the national newspapers became less 
popular.. The circulation of regional newspapers remained stable. Brittany 
has,, together with the eastern regions of Franche-Comté, Lorraine and Al-
sace,, the highest circulation of regional newspapers relative to the population 
sizee (PQR, 2005). In contrast to France as a whole, there has been a drop in 
thee popularity of regional newspapers in Brittany, in absolute terms as well as 
comparedd with national newspapers (see table 7.4). This has not yet eroded 
thee predominance of regional newspapers over national ones in Brittany, but 
theree is certainly no reason to state that regionalisation stimulated the sales of 
regionall  newspapers in Brittany. 

Tablee 7.4 Daily newspaper readership» in Brittany 
19755 1982 1990 1999 2002 

Ouest-Francee 37.5 37.6 37.4 32.4 31.2 
Lee Telegram me de Brest" 17.5 18.0 17.3 16.2 15.3 

Lee Monde 0.8 0.8 0.8 
Lee Figaro 0.8 0.7 0.6 

Aujourd'hui** - 0.4 0.5 
Laa Croix 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Liberationn 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Source:: Office de Justification de la diffusion, author's elaboration. 
aa The figure for newspaper readership is the newspaper circulation divided by the to-
tall  number of households in Brittany. 
bb The Télégramme de Brest is not widely distributed in IUe-et-Vilaine. 
cc Aujourd'hui exists since 1994. 

Neitherr Ouest-France nor Le Télégramme are straightforward Breton 
regionall  newspapers, although Le Télégramme calls itself 'le quotidien de la Bre-
tagnétagné (The Brittany daily'). However, it is only available in the three western 
départementsdépartements of Finistère, Cótes-d'Armor and Morbihan, and it is only really 
popularr in Finistère where it sells more than three times as many copies as 
Ouest-France.Ouest-France. Le Télégramme, originally called Le Télégramme de Brest et de 1'Ouest, 
iss not available in the capital of Brittany, Rennes, or in Loire-Atlantique, and 
doess not include any local news about those areas. It can be regarded as the 
newspaperr of Basse-Bretagne. Ouest-France on the other hand covers the 
Grandd Ouest, a much larger area than Brittany. It is also the regional news-
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paperr of Pays-de-la-Loire and Basse-Normandie, and therefore cannot really 
bee regarded as a Breton newspaper either. 

However,, as the national newspapers have no regional editions and 
rarelyy report on regional politics (Le Monde has a 'Regions' page which fo-
cusess on one or a few of the French regions), coverage of Breton politics 
andd news in general relies on Ouest-France and he Télégramme. Nevertheless, 
Brittanyy does not appear to be the main preoccupation of both newspapers, 
iff  we take a look at samples of Ottest-France and he Télégramme (see annex D). 
Off  the different spatial scales to choose from, Ouest-France mainly focuses on 
newss with a French national dimension, and reports with a very local scope. 
Ouest-FranceOuest-France has no fewer than 42 different editions, and a large number of 
locall  correspondents, providing readers with extensive coverage of events in 
theirr particular village or neighbourhood. Apart from sections for interna-
tional,tional, national and local news, Ouest-France has a regional and departmental 
sectionn as well. Of those, around three pages are reserved for news from the 
département,département, and half a page for Brittany. However even that is not news of a 
Bretonn dimension, but simply consists of reports on an event happening 
somewheree in Brittany. Reports on the debates and actions of the Conseil Re-
gionalgional are virtually non-existent, apart from the few occasions per year when 
theree is a plenary session. In addition, regional councillors are rarely asked 
forr opinions outside their confined spheres of responsibilities, reflecting the 
largelyy administrative, and not political, nature of the Conseil Régonal. The 
samee applies to he Tétégramme, which offers its readers one page a day of in-
formationn on Brittany. With 17 editions in just three départements, and a large 
numberr of pages dedicated to local news, the focus of he Têlêgramme is more 
locall  than regional as well, he Télégramme does apply a Breton perspective to 
generall  articles, such as on the number of road casualties or the fortunes of 
thee tourist industry, more often than Ouest-France which often sees things in a 
Grandd Ouest perspective. However, although both newspapers are widely 
readd in the region, they apply several territorial perspectives at the same time, 
andd amongst those, Brittany certainly does not dominate. Regionalisation did 
nott lead to an augmentation of Breton news or an adoption of a Breton 
prismm to present general reports. Although regionalisation did serve to 'con-
firm'firm' the preservation of a page 'Bretagne' in the Ouest-France (Dauvin, 1993, 
p.186),, the regional institutions had too littl e political clout to challenge the 
duall  focus of regional newspapers on the national and local levels. 

Similarr to the newspaper Ouest-France, the main regional television 
channel,, France 3, has the Grand Ouest and the départements as its main organ-
isationall  entities, and not Brittany. France 5 is a national public television 
channel,, divided into 13 regional editions. Some of those regions are the 
samee as the administrative regions, but some are not. In Brittany people re-
ceivee France 3 Ouest, just like the inhabitants of Pays-de-la-Loire. Within that 
largee area, several subdivisions are used. Local news, for instance, is divided 
intoo Basse-Bretagne and Haute-Bretagne. France i i s a network controlled by 
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aa national board in Paris that has existed since 1973. Because it offers news 
andd programmes from a Haute- or Bas-Breton, departmental, or Grand 
Ouestt perspective, it is a regional channel, but not specifically Breton. It does 
offerr some programmes in the Breton language. In 2001 this was just over 
633 hours a year (Office de la Langue Bretonne, 2002, p.225). Part of that is 
availablee only in Basse-Bretagne, and part in the whole of Brittany on Sunday 
mornings.. As part of the promotion of the Breton language and culture, the 
ConseilConseil Regional subsidises those Breton language broadcasts, but does not 
playy a role in the other regional offerings of France 3 Ouest. The initiatives to 
includee Breton language programmes in the schedules of France 3 where 
madee possible by the signing of the Cultural Charter in 1977 (Guyot & Mi-
ction,, 1997, p.93), and was started before the regionalisation of the 1980s. 

Inn 2000, a private television channel was founded called TV Brei^h, 
whichh was financed by TF1 boss Patrick Le Lay and a number of other 
Bretonn and international investors. It is distributed by cable and satellite, and 
iss therefore accessible for just a small section of the population. According 
too Musso (2003) there is potential for 200,000 subscribers. It offers a full 
schedulee of programmes aimed specifically at Brittany, and available in the 
administrativee region as well as Loire-Atlantique, with 'Brittany, celticness 
andd the sea' (Musso, 2003) as the main themes. Because it broadcasts digi-
tally,, viewers can choose between French and Breton language versions for 
manyy of its programmes. However, because of financial problems and the 
smalll  number of potential viewers, TV Breizh has not yet made a major im-
pact. . 

BretonBreton and French identities in Brittany 

Thee OIP asked Bretons about their territorial identifications, their sentiment 
d'appartenance.d'appartenance. Having been forced to make a hierarchy between different ter-
ritories,, when asked to which place they were attached above the others, the 
smallestt local level, the commune, came out on top every time except in the 
mostt recent poll in 2000 (see table 7.5). In all surveys more people prioritise 
theirr attachment to France than they do to Brittany. The difference between 
thee national and regional level is not large though, especially not in 2000. In 
2000,, people were asked about their second preference as well and in that 
casee the regional level came out in top with 29 %. So, many inhabitants of 
Brittanyy put their Breton identification first, but France and the commune are 
moree popular still as the first level of identification. When the second prefer-
encee is included, Brittany is even more popular. The départements are clearly 
nott territories to which people are very attached in Brittany, at least, only a 
smalll  group names them first. If there is a trend in this series of survey re-
sults,, the clearest is that the commune has become less popular and the rigon 
moree popular. Based on this survey questions, the regional identity of Bret-
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onss is much stronger now than it was just after the moment of regionalisa-
tion. . 

Tablee 7.5 Strongest sense of belonging to which territory, % 

Commun e e 
Départemen t t 

Region n 
Franc e e 
Aucu n n 

NA A 
Total l 

n n 

1989 9 
39.5 5 
8.7 7 
19.2 2 
24.4 4 
7.3 3 
1.0 0 

100.0 0 
714 4 

1990 0 
44.6 6 
8.4 4 
21.8 8 
23.8 8 
1.1 1 
0.3 3 

100.0 0 
702 2 

1991 1 
38.0 0 
7.1 1 

23.0 0 
28.0 0 
3.2 2 
0.7 7 

100.0 0 
714 4 

1992 2 
34.5 5 
14.4 4 
22.3 3 
24.3 3 
2.9 9 
1.6 6 

100.0 0 
699 9 

2000 0 
30.6 6 
6.3 3 

30.7 7 
31.4 4 
0.7 7 
0.3 3 

100.0 0 
713 3 

Source:: Observatoire Interregional du Politique, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 2000, au-
thor'ss elaboration. 

However,, having asked people about the territory people feel most 
attached,, we do not know much about their actual level of attachment to ei-
ther,, especially not those that are not their first (or second) choice. In 2001, 
thee OIP also asked to what degree people felt attached to each of those terri-
tories.. Nearly all respondents have a certain degree of attachment to all of 
them,, although less to 'Europe' (see table 7.6). France and Brittany have al-
mostt equal scores when if you add together those with some and those with 
lotss of attachment. But Brittany seems overall more popular, because more 
peoplee acclaim a very strong attachment to Brittany than to France. But, as 
622 % feels very strongly attached to France, and 74 % to Brittany, and more 
thann 90% rather attached to both, those are largely overlapping as well. Only 
2.11 % does not feel attached to France at all. 

Tablee 7.6 Degree of attachment to different territories, 2001, % 

Veryy attached . 
Ratherr  attache d 

Nott  very attache d 
Nott  at all attache d 

NA A 
Total l 

Europ e e 
13.9 9 
47.5 5 
27.5 5 
9.5 5 
1.6 6 

100.0 0 

Franc e e 
61.9 9 
30.4 4 
5.4 4 
2.1 1 
0.1 1 

100.0 0 

Brittan y y 
74.1 1 
18.9 9 
5.4 4 
1.6 6 
0.0 0 

100.0 0 

Départemen t t 
58.7 7 
25.3 3 
11.7 7 
4.3 3 
0.0 0 

100.0 0 

Commun e e 
49.8 8 
29.9 9 
14.4 4 
6.0 0 
0.0 0 

100.0 0 
703 3 

Source:: Observatoire Interregional du Politique, 2001, author's elaboration. 

Thiss 2.1 % is exactly the same as those responding that they felt only 
Bretonn and not French in the only survey that included the 'Moreno-
question'' in Brittany, as carried out by Cole (2004a) in 2001. This confirms 
thatt this category, which will mosdy be a condition for support for separa-
tism,, is very small in Brittany. Only a fraction of the inhabitants of Brittany 
wouldd declare themselves not to be French at all. On the other hand, only 
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7.55 % did not consider themselves Breton either80, which means that both 
exclusivee categories are very small in Brittany. Nearly everyone regards him 
orr herself as Breton and nearly everyone regards him or herself as French. 
Thiss means that, for a vast majority, being Breton and being French are not 
mutuallyy exclusive. A majority of the respondents do not even make a hier-
archyy at all, and claim to feel equally Breton and French. 

Tablee 7.7 Regional and French identities in Brittany, 2001, % 
Breto nn but not French 2J 

Moree Breto n than French 14.5 
Equall yy  Breto n and French 56.9 
Moree French than Breto n 17.2 

Frenc hh but not Breto n 7.5 
Don' tt  know 1.3 

NAA 0.5 
Totall  100.0 

nn 1007 
Source:: Cole, 2004a 

Thiss does not mean that distinctions between Brittany and France, 
nott as nested spaces but separate from each other, are not made more often 
inn colloquial speech, as demonstrated by Le Coadic (1998, pp.357-360). In a 
seriess of interviews he found that a number of Bretons interviewed casually 
talkk about Brittany and France as if they are different countries, and 'the 
French'' as a group opposed to the Bretons. Pentecouteau (2002) found simi-
larr themes in interviews with new learners of Breton, with implicit state-
mentss about France as a foreign country, and French as a foreign language. 
Lee Coadic calls them slips of the tongue ({lapsus de langue*), and they are 
hardlyy related to separatist opinions in a political, constitutional sense. 

7.44 A Breton political arena? 

TurnoutTurnout at elections 

I ff  there is a trend in turnout at elections in Brittany over the last couple of 
decades,, it is a downward one, like in many other places. This applies to the 
regionall  elections as well, although the impression figure 7.3 gives is a dis-
tortedd one because the very high turnout in 1986 was caused by the legislatives 
beingg scheduled for the same day. On that day, the percentage of eligible 
voterss who turned up, including blank and invalid votes, was almost the 
samee for both elections, namely 80.1% for the legislatives and 79.9 % for the 

Thiss category of people in Brittany who do not consider themselves Breton at all 
iss much larger amongst those not born in the region (20.5%) than amongst those 
bornn in Brittany (2.0%). But this also means that nearly 80 % of those living in but 
nott born in Brittany consider themselves to be Breton. 
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régionales.régionales. However, in other years, the turnout at regional elections has been 
considerablyy lower in Brittany, by a clear although not very large margin. The 
lowestt turnout was in 1998, when just 59 % turned up. Based on turnout fig-
ures,, therefore, the attention for regional elections is less than for national 
elections,, and is also declining 

Figuree 7.3 Turnout at regional and general elections 
100%' ' 

19811 1986 

—— — General elections (legislatives) 
"""  Regional elections 

Source:: Le Monde, Ministère de 1'Intérieur 

MediaMedia attention for regional politics 

Thee attention of the major national newspapers for the regional elections has 
beenn minimal, and presented mostly as a national political event or as a test 
forr the national government of the day. On the day of the 1998 regional elec-
tions,tions, Le Monde recapitulated on its front page what it thought was at stake at 
thee regional elections: 

LesLes quatre enjeux des elections régionales. Gauche: installer 1'alternance de 1997 
dansdans les regions. Droite: preparer la recomposition entre le RPR et 1'UDF. 
Gouvernement:Gouvernement: valider la politique engagée depuis neuf mois. Front national: 
arbitrerarbitrer entre les deux camps en pariant sur une forte abstention?1" (Le 
Monde,, 1998, p.1). 

811 The four stakes of the regional elections. TheLeft: set up the change-over from 
19977 in the regions. The Right: prepare the recomposition between RPR and UDF. 
Thee government: uphold the policy direction taken since nine months. The Front 
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Apparently,, the administration of the regions and regional democracy was 
nott really at stake. In 1986 in particular the regional elections were com-
pletelyy obscured in the media by the simultaneous campaigns for the legisla-
tives,tives, and all the attention at the meetings, in the programmes and during the 
campaignss of the large parties was focused on the national elections. In other 
years,, when there was no competition from other elections, the two largest 
nationall  newspapers in Brittany, Le Monde and Le Figaro, paid slightly more 
attention,, although mosdy viewed from a national perspective as a test event 
orr in the form of reports on visits to places in the provinces by campaigning 
nationall  political leaders. Because those newspapers do not have regional or 
locall  editions, the information they provide each reader about the election 
campaignn in his or her particular region is limited. Informing voters about 
regionall  election campaigns is perhaps more the task of regional newspapers, 
andd Ouest-France and Le Télégramme report more extensively on the Breton 
candidates.. However, even for those regional newspapers, the regional elec-
tionstions are to a large extent national events. 

Inn Le Télégramme and Ouest-France, as well, the coverage of the 1986 
regionall  election campaign was particularly meagre, comprising mostly no 
moree than one item a day and completely overshadowed by the legislatives. In 
1992,, 1998 and 2004, the coverage was more extensive with one to two 
pagess a day dedicated to the regional election campaigns over the last two 
weekss leading up to the elections. However, a lot of this space was assigned 
too reports on the campaign in France as a whole or to visits to Brittany by 
nationall  party leaders. In 1998, Le Télégramme carried a clear headline on its 
frontt page two days before the elections, namely "régionales: le troisième tour 
desdes legislatives^'' (Le Télégramme, 1998, p.1). According to Monnier (1994, 
pp.354-355)) the bipolarisation of French national politics over the past dec-
adess influenced the role of every election as a national test. Bipolarisation at 
regionall  level might have the effect of refocusing more seriously on regional 
candidates,, as in 2004 when the battle between Le Drian and De Rohan at-
tractedd more attention of the regional media to the candidates in Brittany. 

RegionalRegional party organisation 

Thee Federation socialiste de Bretagne, which was founded in 1900, joined other 
organisationss to form the Section Jranfaise de /'internationale ouvrière in 1905, itself 
thee precursor of the Parti Socialiste (PS). Thus, even before the formation of 
aa national socialist political party, a Breton regional one existed. However, 
departmentall  federations had been formed as long ago as in 1907, and those 
soonn acquired a prominence within the party organisation. In fact, all major 

National:: arbitrate between the two camps betting on high abstention' (Translation 
FS). . 
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Frenchh political parties have long since been organised in the same way. 
Theyy have a national organisation with central headquarters in Paris and de-
partmentall  federations as local organisations direcdy underneath the national 
level.. With the exception of Les Verts, all are still organised this way. In addi-
tion,, some parties have developed regional organisations, but none are more 
thann regional platforms for discussion and coordination. As far as the Union 
pourpour une Mouvement Populaire (UMP) and its predecessors are concerned, the 
regionall  organisation comes down to the political group in the Conseil Ré-
gional.gional. The composition of this group is dependent on the parties represented 
inn the Conseil Regional. There is no stable Breton organisation outside the Con-
seilseil Régonal. After the merger of part of the Union pour la Democratie Franfaise 
(UDF)) with the UMP, the remaining party offered its departmental federa-
tionss the possibility in its statutes to form a regional federation. The Breton 
federationss did so, and although this can be regarded as a regionalisation of 
thee organisation of the UDF (interview, UDF, 2004), the departmental fed-
erationss did not disappear or lose any powers, and the regional federation of 
thee UDF has more of a coordinating role. 

Thee same applies to the regional organisations of the left-wing par-
ties,, which were founded much earlier. The Breton departmental federations 
off  the PCF had already created a regional organisation before the 1980s, al-
thoughh it never really developed into more than a platform for discussion 
andd coordination between regional élus. It did serve as an example though for 
thee creation of regional bodies in other regions after the regionalisation of 
thee 1980s. The Parti Soda liste has perhaps the most advanced regional organi-
sationn in the form of their Bureau Regional dTLtude et d'Information Socialiste 
(BREIS82).. Founded in 1972, BREIS was created as a platform for internal 
discussionn and coordination, grouping élus of the five (not four) Breton de-
partmentall  federations long before the creation of regional organisations 
elsewheree in France. I t assembles Breton conseillers régionaux, as well as conseill-
ersgénéraux,ersgénéraux, mayors, deputes and government ministers - sometimes the same 
individualss because of the cumul des mandats. BREIS has served as a platform 
forr analysis and reflection, drafting election manifestos in Brittany, and 
adaptingg national manifestos for Brittany. It has been relatively successful al-
thoughh it has remained a supplementary body, alongside to the departmental 
federations,, which retained predominance in terms of personnel, facilities, 
formall  status and links to party members. 

Onlyy Les Verts has a Breton regional federation with no role for the 
départements.départements. As a relatively young political party it was organised as a regional 
organisationn from the 1980s, grouping five départements. The level below the 
regionn is in Brittany for Les Verts not that of the départements, but of the 
smallerr pays, reflecting the regjonalist wish to replace the départements with a 
structuree of region —pays. The regional organisation covering five départements, 

822 The acronym referring to the Breton word for Brittany, 'Breizh'. 
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withoutt the backup of departmental federations, was deemed unpractical as 
longg as the administrative region remained a Brittany of four département*, and 
thee Breton regional federation was reduced to one of four départements. How-
ever,, it kept its logo featuring a map of Brittany which included Loire-
Atlantique. . 

Still,, Les Verts are the only national political party with a real Breton 
federation.. Some of the others have a regional structure, but the departmen-
tall  federations have clearly continued to be the main building blocks of the 
politicall  parties' organogrammes. The regionalisation of the 1980s did very 
littl ee to change this model. The PS and PCF introduced their Breton regional 
organisationss a decade before Deferre's decentralisation. The most important 
reasonn why the political parties did not adapt their organisations in line with 
regionalisationn is not just because the départements remained at least as impor-
tantt administratively and politically as the regions, but because the départements 
alsoo became the constituencies at regional elections. As already stated by 
Dauvinn (1993, p.69), the choice for departmental lists prevented the region-
alisationn of the elections, and consequentially there was no necessity to re-
gionalisee the political party structure. Choices to do so anyway were ideologi-
callyy motivated, as was the case with Les Verts and BREIS. 

Inn conclusion, regionalisation did not break through the existing 
structuress that bind the regional and national levels of administration. The 
cumulcumul des mandats continues to exist, ensuring that local and regional interests 
aree heard at a higher level, while averting interest-driven antagonism between 
thosee levels. Those that already are an 'éüf somewhere make a better chance 
off  getting elected or of obtaining a higher place on the lists of candidates, 
becausee of their higher visibility (Dauvin, 1993, p.62). On the other hand, the 
systemm also reduces the availability of regional councillors and the urge to act 
inn the interest of the region all the time. There are only four plenary sessions 
off  the Conseil Regional a. year, and while there are other duties in specialised 
commissionss and elsewhere for regional councillors, being a regional 
councillorr is for most people a part-time job. Many spend most of their time 
att their mairie or in Paris. Bretons in particular are also rather successful at 
obtainingg government and national party executive posts (Cole, 2004b), and 
att making use of the existing political system, sometimes to put Breton issues 
onn the national political agenda. An example of a similar route taken by 
Bretonn elites to represent Breton interest was the CELIB. As an essentially 
apoliticall  structure grouping Breton political elites of all parties to represent 
Bretonn regional interest through existing institutional structures (Pasquier, 
2000),, the CELIB did leave a heritage of Breton cooperation, but not one of 
aa separate Breton democratic political arena at regional level. 
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7.55 Political regionalism in Brittany 

PublicPublic opinion on regional autonomy 

Ass described in die previous chapter, a majority of diose interviewed by OIP 
inn France since the moment of regionalisation think that regionalisation 
shouldd be developed further, and that is certainly also the majority opinion in 
Brittanyy (table 7.8 and 7.9). Around three quarters of Bretons are in favour 
off  regionalisation in general, and of developing it further. Because the OIP 
changedd the question after 1992 it is hard to establish a trend, but the sup-
portt in the most recent survey in 2000 for further regionalisation seems 
lowerr than before, and the percentage of people that think that regionalisa-
tionn has already gone too far is considerably higher. There is certainly no in-
creasee in the support for more Breton autonomy. Therefore, although sup-
portt for more regionalisation remains invariably high in Brittany, if there is a 
trendd k would be that increasing regional autonomy has become a bit less 
popularr than it was in the first years after regionalisation. 

Tablee 7.8 Opinion on decentralisation, % 

Veryy favourabl e 
Ratherr  favourabl e 

Ratherr  unfavourabl e 
Veryy unfavrouabl e 

NA A 
Total l 

n n 

1989 9 
26.9 9 
49.6 6 
9.9 9 
2.4 4 
11.2 2 
100.0 0 
714 4 

1990 0 
19.5 5 
59.1 1 
14.7 7 
3.8 8 
2.8 8 

100.0 0 
702 2 

1991 1 
23.8 8 
51.5 5 
11.2 2 
2.9 9 
10.5 5 

100.0 0 
714 4 

1992 2 
18.5 5 
52.5 5 
11.4 4 
5.4 4 
12.1 1 
100.0 0 
701 1 

Source:: Observatoire Interregional du Politique, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, author's 
elaboration. . 

Tablee 7.9 Opinion on further decentralisation, % 
19933 2000 

Shoul dd be develope d furthe r 61.1 58.2 
Hass reached a satisfactor y level 19.4 23.3 

Hass gone too far 4.4 10.8 
NAA 15.1 7.7 

Totall  100.0 100.0 
nn 722 713 

Source:: Observatoire Interregional du Politique, 1993, 2000, author's elaboration. 

Recentlyy Cole (2004a) surveyed public opinion in Brittany on a 
widerr range of regional autonomy options (table 7.10). Although this was a 
one-offf  survey and we cannot use it to draw any conclusions on develop-
mentss since regionalisation, it has produced a number of remarkable results. 
Inn the first place, very few Bretons want to abolish the Conseil Regional, and 
thee presence of a directly elected regional executive seems well accepted. The 
virtuall  absence of support for its abolition might be related to its low profile 
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andd modest powers which may be reasons why people do not really detest it 
ass an institution. Secondly, almost half of all respondents, and a majority of 
thosee that expressed their opinion, were in favour of a considerable increase 
inn powers, legislative and taxation powers, that is Breton 'autonomy'. The 
surveyy did not clearly ask whether people were in favour of Breton inde-
pendence,, but the options given here already go quite far, at least further 
thann any national political party in France would be prepared to go. 

Tablee 7.10 Preferences for regional autonomy for Brittany, 2001, % 
Opinio nn on regiona l autonom y % 
Abolis hh the Consei l Regiona l 1.9 

Thee Consei l Regiona l shoul d remain with limite d power s 43.8 
Givee the Consei l Regiona l law makin g & taxatio n power s 34.0 

Brittan yy shoul d becom e autonomou s 12.0 
Dorr tt  know 7.6 

NAA 0.6 
Totall  100.0 

nn 1007 

Source:: Cole, 2004a 

RegionalismRegionalism at elections in Brittany 

Thee centre-right has for a very long time dominated political posts in Brit-
tany,, although not by such a large margin as the continuity of that domi-
nancee would suggest. At regional and national legislative elections (see table 
7.11)) the UDF and RPR, most recendy the UDF and the UMP, obtained 
aroundd 40 % of the votes, although this was subject to a very gradual down-
wardd trend. In the early years of Mitterrand's presidency the PS obtained 
similarr or even slighdy higher results, falling in the 1990s, and recovering 
againn more recendy. The PCF used to have a number of bastions in Brittany, 
mostt notably the Tregor in western Cótes-d'Armor, but their overall support 
hass declined, and at the most recent regional elections the communists 
joinedd the PS on a combined list of candidates. 

Spatially,, the votes for the main parties are concentrated in particular 
areass of support, and these have remained fairly stable (Nicolas & Pihan, 
1988,, Bussi et al, 2004). The centre-right is strongest in eastern Ille-et-Vilaine 
aroundd Fougères and Vitré, eastern Morbihan and the northwestern coast of 
Finistère.. The PS has its base in western Ille-et-Villaine, southeast Finistère 
andd Rennes. The regionalist parties have been a bit stronger in Basse-
Bretagnee than in Haute-Bretagne, although the differences are not large, and 
theirr vote is rather equally spread out over the region. There is no stronghold 
wheree they have gained more than 5 % of the votes. Overall, they have made 
littl ee electoral impact. UDB candidates mosdy gained 2—4 % of the votes at 
regionall  elections, and 1-3 % at legislatives. Because they have not always 
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Tablee 7.11 Election results of regional and general elections, Brittany, % 
Party y 
Frenc h h 
RPR-UDF' ' 
RPRb b 

UDFC C 

Gauche e 
plurielled d 

Partii Socialiste 
PCF F 
Less Verts 
Verts-UDB' ' 
LutteOuvrière* * 
Frontt National 
Generation n 
Ecologie e 
Others s 
Breto n n 
UDB
POBL L 
MRBh h 

Emgann' ' 
Peuplee Breton, 
people e 
d'' Europe 
Other r 
regionalists s 

Blancc & void 
Votants s 

L81 1 

45.0 0 

36.1 1 
9.7 7 

0.2 2 
0.0 0 

5.6 6 

1.2 2 

1.1 1 
73.9 9 

R86 6 

20.1 1 
7.1 1 
14.8 8 

31.1 1 
6.7 7 
2.2 2 

0.8 8 
4.7 7 

5.9 9 

1.6 6 
0.1 1 

0.5 5 

4.5 5 
79.9 9 

L86 6 

21.9 9 
7.7 7 
14.2 2 

34.2 2 
6.6 6 

0.7 7 
5.0 0 

4.4 4 

0.2 2 

0.5 5 

4.5 5 
80.1 1 

L88 8 

36.1 1 

40.3 3 
7.4 4 

5.0 0 

8.4 4 

1.4 4 
68.9 9 

R92 2 

37.8 8 

19.7 7 
5.7 7 
6.8 8 
0.3 3 
2.2 2 
8.7 7 

8.6 6 

6.2 2 

2.1 1 

0.6 6 

1.1 1 
66.8 8 

L93 3 

37.4 4 
3.0 0 
3.7 7 

20.1 1 
6.7 7 
4.4 4 

0.7 7 
7.2 2 

3.3 3 

8.3 3 

0.1 1 

0.04 4 

5.3 3 
72.8 8 

L97 7 

31.8 8 
1.4 4 
0.8 8 

28.9 9 
7.9 9 
3.5 5 

1.1 1 
7.7 7 

2.8 8 

8.3 3 

1.3 3 

4.5 5 
70.4 4 

R98 8 

32.6 6 

32.2 2 

6.6 6 
7.8 8 

2.9 9 

8.3 3 

3.1 1 

2.2 2 

4.3 3 
59.2 2 

L02 2 

35.8 8 

3.3 3 

29.9 9 
3.6 6 
5.0 0 

1.3 3 
5.4 4 

0.4 4 

12.5 5 

1.3 3 

0.1 1 

1.4 4 
67.4 4 

R04 4 

24.4 4 

10.6 6 

36.7 7 

9.3 3 
4.6 6 
8.1 1 

1.8 8 

4.6 6 
64.4 4 

Source:: Le Monde, Ministère de 1'Intérieur 
LL = legislatives; R= régionales. R04= premier tour. 
aa Since 2002 as UMP. For the ngonaks in 1986, the RPR and the UDF had combined 
listss in Finistère and Morbihan only 
bb For the régionales in 1986, the RPR put forward a separate list in Cótes-du-Nord 
(d'Armor)) and Ule-et-Vüaine. For the 1997 legislatives, the RPR put forward separate 
candidatess in 2 constituencies, and for the 1993 legislatives in 3 constituencies. 
cc For the régionales in 1986 the UDF put forward a separate list in Cótes-du-Nord 
(d'Armor)) and Ille-et-Vilaine. For the 2002 legislatives the UDF put forward separate 
candidatess in 6 constituencies, for the 1997 legislatives in 2 constituencies, and for the 
19933 legislatives m 5 constituencies. 
dd In the first round of the 2004 régionales a PS-PCF-PRG (Parti Radical de Gauche) 
coalition,, at the 1998 régionales a PS-PCF-Verts coalition 
cc In 2004 in combination with the Ligue Communiste Revolutionaire. 
ff For the 1993 legislatives Christian GuyonvarcTi of UDB stood as candidate in the 
Ploèrmell  constituency for Les Verts supported by the UDB. He obtained 7.4 % of 
thee votes in that constituency. In 2004, Les Verts and UDB put forward a combined 
list,, together with Frankiz Breizh. 
ee In 1997 in 17 constituencies, this includes two candidates of Frankiz Breizh in Fin-
istère.. In 2002 in all 26 constituencies. In 1981 in 11 constituencies. 
hh In 2002 in 3 constituencies. 
'' For the 1993 legislatives Emgann put forward candidates in seven constituencies. 
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presentedd candidates in all constituencies, their overall scores shown below 
aree lower. So, although most people have voted similarly at regional and na-
tionaltional elections, the regionalist parties obtained better results at regional elec-
tions.. There has been a slight growth in the votes the UDB gained at re-
gionall  elections but, on the other hand, their results at national elections 
have,, if anything, worsened in comparison to the results of the late 1970s, 
andd their participation has been less consistent. The Regional Council elec-
tionss did not offer a possibility to acquire representation, since the UDB, or 
anyy other Breton party, did not win a seat until 2004. The three UDB seats 
wonn in 2004 was based on a coalition with Les Verts, as well as with the PS 
andd the PCF in the second round. 

RegionalismRegionalism and political programmes 

FrenchFrench statewide parties in Brittany 
I nn the period since regionalisation the two largest parties in France, the RPR 
andd PS, were also the largest in Brittany. The UDF is also an important party 
inn Brittany, but a large section of the UDF merged with the RPR to form 
onee party, the UMP, and because they had previously almost always put for-
wardd joint lists at elections, they are discussed in the same section here. The 
PCFF is still a separate party, but much smaller, and often part of electoral 
coalitionss with the PS. It is, therefore, not discussed separately here, hes 
Verts,Verts, comparable in size to the PCF in Brittany, is dealt with separately be-
causee of its particular opinion on regionalism and cooperation with the re-
gionalistt UDB 

UnionUnion pour un Mouvement Populaire 
Att the 2004 cantonales the political right lost the presidency of the Conseil Ge-
neralneral of Ille-et-Vilaine that it had held since 1848, when elections by general 
suffragee were introduced. On the same day, the right also lost the majority in 
thee Conseil'Regional'of Brittany for the first time. It is therefore not surprising 
thatt Brittany has long been regarded as a right-wing bastion, and more spe-
cifically,, a fortress of the Catholic right. In the 1950s and 1960s, the Chris-
tiann Democrat Mouvement Republican Populaire obtained around 20 % of the 
votess in Brittany, which is more than twice as many as in France as a whole. 
Thiss relatively strong Catholic centrisme is not only a characteristic of Brittany, 
butt of the Grand Ouest in general and the Alsace as well (Monnier, 1994, 
p.9).. Yet, like in France as a whole, Gaullism dominated in Brittany within 
thee centre-right. Over the past decades the neo-Gaullist Rassemblement pour la 
RépubüqueRépubüque (RPR) and centre-right UDF, which were both founded in the late 
1970s,, have mostly put forward joint lists at elections. In 2002, the RPR and 
partt of UDF formed a new party, the Union pour un Mouvement Populaire 
(UMP).. Part of the UDF continued independendy. 
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I nn 1969, President De Gaulle proposed the introduction of regional 
administrationss with directly elected councils and, during the 1970s, the 
Gaullistss remained formally in favour of enforcement of the regions. Region-
alisationn was also included in the RPR-UDF's 1981 national manifesto for 
thee legislatives: 

LespouwirsLespouwirs de la puissance pubUque doivent être redistribués au profit des re-
gions,gions, des departments et des communes. Malgré les efforts deploy és depuis Ie de-
butbut de la Vème Republique, les competences et les mqyens administratifs social 
dede la mère de familie res tent en France trop concentres au main des Ministères 
parisiensparisiens ou de leurs représentants locaux. Une vraie réforme régjonale doit être 
réaüséeréaüsée sans tarder... »3(RPR-UDF, 1981, pp.8-9). 

However,, when the PS won both the legislatives and présidentielles in 1981, and 
immediatelyy proposed regionalisation as part of a wide decentralisation 
scheme,, the strongest opposition came from the RPR and UDF, who 
warnedd about threats to national unity. In the Assemblee Nationale the RPR 
spokee out against direcdy elected regional councils and all Breton RPR deputes 
votedd against the proposal. The UDF was in favour of direct elections, but 
votedd largely against Deferre's proposals, and two of the five Breton UDF 
deputesdeputes abstained (Le Monde, 1981, p.5, Nicolas & Pihan, 1988, pp.172-174), 
TTiee same preoccupation with national unity figured prominently in the RPR-
UDFF manifesto for the 1986 legislatives (RPR-UDF, 1986). I t proposes an 'au-
thenticc decentralisation', 'wise and gradual', not 'hastily and disorganised' like 
Deferre'ss decentralisation (RPR-UDF, 1986). 

Ass far as the centre-right coalitions are concerned, regional elections 
havee not been the place to discuss the powers of the regional authorities. Al -
thoughh the national manifestoes for the legislatives of 1986, 1993 and 1997 
discusss the issue of decentralisation, it does not feature in the 1986, 1992, 
19988 and 2004 regional election programmes. Instead, the regional election 
manifestoess focus more technocratically on the policy field over which the 
regionall  council already had competences: environment, planning, training, 
employmentt and culture. Because 'culture' is a regional competency, there 
aree some references to the protection of a Breton identity, either as a general 
assett of the region - "La richesse de l'identité bretonne est un atout essentiel de notre 
développemenfidéveloppemenfi44""  (RPR-UDF, 1992b, p.2), or as part of a regional heritage 

833 The powers of the public authorities should be redistributed for the benefit of the 
regions,regions, the département* and the communes. Despite the efforts dispayed since the start 
off  the 5th Republic, the competencies and the social administrative means of the 
motherr of the family remain in France too much concentrated in the hands of Pari-
siann Ministers or their local representatives. A real regional reform must be realised 
withoutt delay'. 
844 The wealth of the Breton identity is an essential asset of our development'. 
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whichh needs protection: "Notre projet pour la Bretagne inclut la protection de nos 
racines:racines: notre langue, notre patrimoine (sous tous ses aspects qui ne sontpas seulement ar-
cbitecturaux)cbitecturaux)8585""  (RPR-UDF, 1992a, p.6). Connections between a particular 
Bretonn identity and regional autonomy are not made. 

Upp until 1998, the UDF and RPR put forward their candidacies with 
muchh focus on the département, with names as 'liste union pour lllle-et-Vilainè\ 
'Union'Union Départementale de 1'Oppositiori', 'Le Progris du Morbiharf, and 'Union Fin-
istère-Bretagne'.istère-Bretagne'. The manifestoes bet on two horses, alternating between prom-
isingg to defend the interests of the département and those of Brittany as a 
whole,, although with most emphasis on the départements. For instance in 1986 
thee manifesto stated, "Vous votere^pour donner aux Cótes-du-Nord la representation 
politiquepolitique luipermettant defairt entendre efficacement sa mix au sein de la majorité région-
aleale8686""  (RPR, 1986). The prominence of departmental interests in regional 
electionn campaigns was caused to a large degree by the electoral system, al-
thoughh it is perhaps more correct to say that the electoral system of the re-
gionall  elections did not change the already existing political organisational 
structuree with an important role for the départements. 

Thee new electoral system with one list and one campaign for the 
wholee region used in 2004 changed the campaign's territorial focus. As part 
off  the UDF merged with the RPR to form the UMP, and another part re-
mainedd independent, there were two centre-right lists in 2004, namely one 
UMPP led by outgoing regional President Josselin de Rohan, and one UDF 
ledd by the mayor of St. Brieuc, Bruno Joncour. Both took Brittany, and no 
longerr the départements, as a main territorial frame of reference for their pro-
posals.. There was also a much more important role for Breton symbols than 
before.. Both the UMP and UDF used images of the Gwen-ha-du in their 
manifesto,, and used a sub-title in Breton, namely 'hakaat Brei% da c'bounitf 
(Too make Brittany win!1) and 'Brei^h a galon' CBrittany with passion5) respec-
tively.. These remained the only words in Breton in the manifestoes, but they 
formedd a more prominent basis for proposals promising to 'affirm' and 'pre-
serve'' (UMP), 'defend' and 'strengthen' (UDF) a Breton identity. The UDF 
seemss to go a bit further in its proposals than the UMP and promised sup-
portt for TV Breizh and a referendum on the merging of Loire-Adantique 
withh Brittany. Both parties also promised not only to support the Breton 
language,, but Gallo or the 'culture galtesê as well. 

Regionalistt opinions are not the domain of a single party in Brittany, 
andd are not exempt from one. Supporters of increased regional autonomy, 
investmentt in regional languages or reunification with Loire-Adantique is a 
themee of various parties, and proposals related to this are often made by 

855 'Our project for Brittany includes the protection of our roots: our language, our 
heritagee (m all its aspects that are not only architectural)' (translation FS). 
866 *You will vote to give Cotes-du-Nord the political representation which allows it 
too have its voice be heard effectively within the regional majority' (translation FS). 
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cross-partisann ad hoc coalitions. The UMP and its predecessors have, in a 
generall  sense, been relatively hostile to regionalist points of view, and not 
dogmaticc in all instances. In 2005, the Breton UMP depute Marc Le Fur un-
successfullyy initiated a proposal to amend the second article of the constitu-
tionn - 'la langue de la Répubüque est le franfcds87' - by adding the phrase 'dans le re-
spectspect des langues régionales qui font partie de son patrimoinê*', to enable ratification 
off  the European Charter for Regional and Minority Languages. In the run-up 
too Raffarin's recent decentralisation proposals, the Conseil Regional of Brittany, 
presidedd over by the Gaullist Josselin de Rohan, published a 'Manifeste de la 
decentralisationdecentralisation en Bretagne* which positioned Brittany on the front-row of re-
gionss looking to further regionalisation with lots of references to the region's 
history.. I t even mentioned, and rejected, legislative powers for the regions: 

LeLe premier cos de figure reside dans rattribution aux Cornells Rêgionaux d'un 
pouvoirpouvoir legislative dans des domains de competences déterminées. Des "kis ré-
gionales"gionales" viendraient completer les his nationales selon certaines versions, j 
dérogerdéroger selon d'autres ou encore suppleer a l'absence de dispotitions legislatives 
nationalesnationales dans tel ou tel domaine. La Bretagne ne pense pas qu'il soit ju-
dicieux,dicieux, dans le cadre de la République actuelle et au stade de régjonalisation 
qu'ellequ'elle propose, de porter atteinte sur cepoint a la Constitution de la Vème Ré-
publique.publique. Seul le passage d un Etat federal justifierait ou provoquerait ce saut 
constitutionneLconstitutionneL Toutefois, si un pouvoir legislative quel qu'il soit devait être re-
connuconnu d l'une quelconque des regions franfaises, la Bretagne estime avoir histori-
quementquement le droit d un traitement identique89 (Conseil Regional de Bretagne, 
2002,, pp.9-10). 

PartiParti Socialiste 
Historicallyy regionalism and the reactionary right in France have been re-
gardedd by the Left as a coalition opposed to its vision of the Republic. How-
ever,, this Jacobinist heritage of the Left, which Philipponneau (1981) re-
ferredd to as 'lapeur de la region* (p.36), was largely abandoned in the 1970s by 
thee PS. While a left-wing UDB became the most important regionalist party 

877 'French is die language of the Republic' (translation FS). 
888 'respecting the regional languages that are part of its heritage' (translation FS). 
899 The first form consists of providing the regional councils with legislative powers 
inn determined competency domains. 'Regional laws' would complete national laws 
accordingg to certain versions, and contravene them according to others, or again 
supplementt them by absence of national legal dispositions in any domain. Brittany 
doess not think that it would be judicious, in the framework of the present Republic 
andd at the stadium of regionalisation it proposes, to infringe at this point upon the 
constitutionn of the 5th Republic. Only the transition to a federal state would justify or 
provokee that constitutional step. However, if any legislative powers are admitted to 
whicheverr of the French regions, Brittany considers to have the historical right to an 
identicall  treatment' (translation FS). 
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inn Brittany, and the Parti Socialiste Unifié adopted a regionalist discourse, the 
PSS became less hesitant towards regional government and regional cultural 
andd linguistic questions (Roué, 1996). Since the late 1960s, Socialist leaders 
suchh as Pierre Mendès France and Michel Rocard adopted the idea of the 
'decolonisationn of the province, adding a regional dimension to the class 
strugglee (Philipponneau, 1981, pp.46-47). The changes of May 1968 facili-
tatedd drastic ideological reformulations and the Epinay congress of 1971, 
duringg which the PS was established as a new party, permitted the integration 
off  regionalisation and a changed perspective on regionalist cultural demands 
inn Socialist political programmes. This eventually led to Gaston Deferre's 
19822 decentralisation. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the 'regional ques-
tion'' became an important theme of debate within the PS. For instance, the 
PSS publication ha France aupluriel speaks out clearly in favour of decentralisa-
tion,tion, and does not refrain from using terms like 'autonomie' and 'autogestion' 
('self-administration')) as an answer to demands such as those of the Occitan 
'volem'volem viure alpai/ mobilisation. It also proposes a broad scheme of regional 
culturall  policies, for instance a regionalisation of education, with regional 
languagess as semi-compulsory subjects at schools in certain regions, which 
parentss could refuse if they do not think that would be good for their chil-
drenn (Parti Socialiste, 1981). Part of this new approach to 'plural France' was 
alsoo the usage of Breton during election campaigns. For instance, in 1973, 
Louiss Le Pensee managed to answer a regional journalist in Breton after the 
legislativeslegislatives (Roué, 1996, p.71) and the 1981 BREIS regional manifesto for the 
présidentiellesprésidentielles carried a picture of Francois Mitterrand with the slogan "Gwel-
loc'hloc'h e w arvuhe  ̂ warc'hoa^h e Brei^h, gant ar SossiaHsted90" (Breis, 1981). 

Thee Bureau Regional d'Etude et d'Information Socialiste (BREIS) was 
foundedd in 1972 as an amalgamation of five Breton département*, including 
Loire-Atlantique.. This meant that Brittany had its first regional organisation 
withinn the PS. BREIS published two regional manifestos for national elec-
tionss in 1978 and 1981, and also presented a general Breton manifesto for 
thee regional elections from 1986 onwards, despite the division of candidates 
intoo departmental lists. As a result, the PS manifestos for the regional elec-
tionstions have generally been aimed at Brittany as a whole (BREIS, 1986, BREIS, 
1992,, Bretagne Nouveau Cap, 1998, Bretagne a Gauche, 2004), although 
theyy are sometimes intended to appeal as well to those more concerned with 
thee départements happy as shown by the use of slogans such as "pour la Bre-
tagne,tagne, faire gagner le Finistère91" (PS, 1992). As was the case with the centre-
right,, any preferences for further decentralisation or regionalisation are not 
discussedd in the regional election manifestos. That continues to be some-
thingg to be dealt with in Paris. This does not mean that regional and local PS 
élusélus have no opinion on the matter. Indeed, some are quite outspoken sup-

900 'Life will be better, tomorrow in Brittany, with the Socialists' (translation FS) 
911 'For Brittany, make Finistère win'. 
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porterss of more regional powers, preferring a special statute for Brittany 
similarr to Corsica's, or are even categorised as part of Emsav (cf. Chartier & 
Larvor,, 2002). However, there are also those that regard certain regionalist 
issuess as less relevant, or as a potential threat to the republican principle of 
equality.. Those two currents meet, however, in their criticism of prime min-
isterr Raffarin's proposals for decentralisation, seen as a 'transfer of tasks, 
withoutt a transfer of financial means'. Even in a 2001 publication by BREIS, 
whichh was not involved in the elections, the PS regional councillors did not 
putt forward very clear plans on the way regionalisation should go: "II  s'agit 
simplementsimplement d'affirmer la Region dans un role de strategie avec unpouvoir d'impulsion et 
^innovation^innovation9292""  (BREIS, 2001, p.7). 

Thee regional election manifestos have focused more on the compe-
tencess the Regional Council already has, and the regional language has con-
sistendyy been regarded as one of those. In general, Breton regional identity 
hass been given a prominent place in the PS's regional manifestos: "Une nation 
modernemoderne respecte l'identité régionale93" (BREIS, 1986, p.15). Especially the more 
recentt PS (in coalition with PCF and others) regional election manifestos 
(Bretagnee Nouveau Cap, 1998, Bretagne a Gauche, 2004a) have included 
ratherr concrete proposals for a Breton linguistic policy, aimed mainly at 
'safeguardingg the language' as an aspect of regional heritage. However, some 
hintss to Breton as an everyday language were made: 'ouvrir a la longue bretonne 
tottstotts les champs de la vie sociale en Bretagpe9P (Bretagne a Gauche, 2004a, p.51). 
Thee main goal of the Breton PS, according to these manifestos, and the spe-
ciall  linguistic policy document the left-wing coalition published for the 2004 
regionall  elections (Bretagne a Gauche, 2004b), is to stimulate and facilitate 
thee practice and learning of Breton for those who want to, without striving 
too achieve 'normalisation' of bilingualism through any form of obligation. 
Moree recently, the PS reintroduced the custom of the 1970s and early 1980s 
of,, symbolically, adding subtitles in Breton to their regional manifestos to 
stresss its regional flavour: 'Brei^b war 'raog (Bretagne nouveau cap, 1998) or 
'Bm%b'Bm%b a-glei  ̂Brei^h d'andholl (Bretagne a Gauche, 2004a). 

Whereass in the 1970s and early 1980s the PS at national level some-
timess adopted a regionalist discourse and could be regarded as the 'spokes-
personn of regionalist demands' (Monnier, 1994, p.354), while focusing pri-
marilyy on Brittany, by the 1990s the political agenda of the PS in France had 
muchh fewer regionalist elements. At the Breton level, an influential section of 
thee PS kept making certain proposals usually associated with Breton region-
alism,, such as the demand for reunification with Loire-Atlantique, the pro-
posall  for a more assertive linguistic policy, appeals to ratify the European 

922 'It is a matter of simply confirming the region in a strategic role with a power of 
incentivee and innovation' (translation FS). 
933 'A modern nation respect the regional identity' (translation FS). 
944 To open for the Breton language all the aspects of social life in Brittany'. 
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Charterr for Regional or Minority Languages, and the expressed preferences 
forr more powers for the Conseil Regional. This is demonstrated by the PS po-
liticall  programmes at regional elections, particularly the most recent ones, 
andd very recently in the policies of the PS-led regional executive since 2004. 
However,, at national level the PS has started focusing largely on issues other 
thann Breton regionalism. Only the issue of Corsica, and solutions to its vio-
lentt conflict, has remained a pressing theme in Paris. 

LesLes Verts 
Ass long ago as 1974, René Dumont put himself forward as the first French 
ecologistt candidate for national minorities at the presidential elections, and 
campaignedd in Brittany on behalf of the Breton language and identity, with 
thee Gwenn-ha-du as a backdrop (Kernalegenn, 2004). Ecologist political 
movementss appeared at the same time as the conversion of part of the 
Frenchh left to regionalist issues, and the ecologist movements incorporated 
certainn regionalist themes into their programmes from the start. The Ecolo-
gistt current in French politics has been represented by various political par-
tiess and movements, but hes Verts has been the most constant and most suc-
cessful.. Les Verts was founded in 1984, so the regional elections in 1986 were 
onee of their first appearances in the political arena. On this occasion one of 
theirr campaign leaflets in Brittany included a 'test-minute' to determine 
whetherr the reader was 'eco/ogfste'. One of the four test questions was "Le 
développementdéveloppement de la culture bntonne doit être encourage?5" (Les Verts, 1986). Cultural 
regionalistt demands, in particular, were regarded as a central part of the 
Bretonn Greens' programme. A remarkable fact is that this had already been 
donee in 1986 in the form of an appeal to promote both the Breton and Gallo 
cultures,, something which most other political groups picked up much later. 
Apartt from this, Les Verts in Brittany also pleaded for support of Diwan 
schoolss and the reunification of Brittany with Loire-Adantique. This latter 
objectivee was underlined by the Breton Verts' logo: a sunflower and a map 
off  Brittany of five dêpartemmts, with a Gwnn-ha-du black and with the striped 
background. . 

LesLes Verts in Brittany have thus adopted regionalism as a core ele-
mentt of their stance, classify themselves as regionalists, and can even be re-
gardedd as federalists, on the basis of a statement of one Conseiller Regional 
off  Les Verts: "Les Verts done sont régionalistes. C'est a dire que nous souhaitons une 
organisationorganisation federale de ITHtat avec comme unite de base la region9*"  (interview, Les 
Verts,, 2004). This is perhaps expressed more strongly in Brittany than the 
restt of France, but regionalism is part of the ideology of Les Verts nationally 
ass well. For instance, the relevant national commission is called 'Regions -

955 The development of the Breton culture must be encouraged' (translation FS). 
966 'So Les Verts are regionalists. That means we wish for a federal organisation of the 
statee with the region as base unit' (translation FS). 
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Federalisme'' and the 2004 European election programme of Les Verts for the 
wholee of France stated: 

PourPour Les Verts, 1'Europe est 1'espace adéquatpour répondre auxproblèmes des 
citqyens.citqyens. Mais cette Europe doit être en liaison directe avec i'êcbeleon qui leur est 
lele plus proche: les Regions. Contrepoids aupouvoir de 11JE, mais aussi d celui 
desdes États la region permet de vakriser les diversités et de lutter contre 
I'uniformitPI'uniformitP77""  (Les Verts, 2004, p.44). 

Moree than other French political parties, hes Verts draw a parallel between 
workingg towards federalism and subsidiarity in the relationship between the 
Europeann Union and Member States, and their opinion on the relationship 
betweenn state and region. 

Thee Breton Verts adopted a regionalist view but also saw a number 
off  specific ecological batdes turn into expressions of Breton identity, becom-
ingg interwoven with regionalist campaigns. Most notably, the 1981 protest 
againstt a nuclear power plant in Plogoff, and the demonstrations following 
thee oil tanker disasters of the Amoco Cadiz (1978) and Erika (1999) turned 
fromm local problems into issues with a Breton dimension (Gemie, 2001, 
Kernalegenn,, 2004). Particularly at European elections, Les Verts have re-
peatedlyy put forward joint lists with the UDB or other regionalists. On other 
occasions,, they have been more reluctant, such as at the 1986 régonales, or 
thosee in 1998 when Les Verts refused requests by the UDB for cooperation 
(GuyonvarcTi,, 1998, Monnier, 1998). Only in 2004, after the introduction of 
aa new electoral system for the régionales with a higher electoral threshold, 
didd Les Verts and UDB form a joint list. This was a demonstration of the 
ideologicall  overlap between both parties in Brittany, although both maintain 
clearr differences in priority as regards ecology and regionalism. However, 
commonn ground between regionalist and ecologist movements is not some-
thingg that increased after the regionalisation of the early 1980s, nor was it 
evenn stimulated by the events of that period. 

Regionalistparties Regionalistparties 
UnionUnion Démocratique Bretonne 

Sincee the 1970s, the constitutional objective of the UDB has not changed, 
andd the same term has been used consistently, namely 'autonomie reffonale9. 
Regionall  autonomy, based on a Breton assembly with legislative powers, was 

977 Tor Les Verts Europe is the right space to respond to the problems of citizens. 
Butt that Europe should be in direct connection with a level that is closer to them, 
namelyy the regions. Counterweight to the power of the EU, but also to that of the 
states,, the region permits allows one to gain from diversities and to fight against uni-
formity'' (translation FS). 
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thee demand in the political programme drawn up in 1977 (UDB, 1977, 
pp.58-9),, and is the UDB's objective more than 25 years later: 

DoneDone ITJDB demande ['autonomie pour la Bretagne et eventuelkment pour les 
autresautres regions en France98 (interview, UDB, 2004). 

PourPour nous évidemment lfespace pertinent e'est la region. Et e'est une autonomie 
qu'onqu'on voudrait, comment dire, tout ce qui concerne la vie quotidienne des Bre-
tons"tons" (interview, UDB, 2004). 

Separationn from France and Breton independence, or even the use of am-
biguouss terms which leave that option open, have not been part of the 
UDB'ss approach. In line with that choice, the UDB does not demand the 
recognitionn of a Breton nation, but of a 'peuple breton' fBreton people5). This 
hass been its consistent demand over the past decades. The 1982 regionalisa-
tionn did not alter this objective, apart from adding new requests for the 'ex-
tensionn of regional powers' (Convergence bretonne, 1986). 

Whatt did change was the context in which regional autonomy was 
presentedd and the arguments used by the UDB to legitimise it. This coin-
cidedd with an ideological shift from Marxism to a European federalist and 
ecologistt position. UDB's elaborate political programme in 1977 stated 
clearlyy that 

CeCe tableau de la situation économique de la Bretagne conduit ITJ.D.B. a dire 
queque notre pays vit dans une situation coloniale faite de subordination et 
d'exploitationd'exploitation100100 (UDB, 1977, p. 11). 

Thiss formed the basis for demands for Breton autonomy; 

hehe premier responsable de la situation actuelle de la Bretagne est bien le capital-
ismeisme et 1'Etat centralise francais n'est que son instrument ha transmission 
d'uned'une partie des leviers de commande a des autorités locales ne résoudrait Hen 
dansdans le cadre d'une société capitaliste oü les travailleurs bretons continueraient 
d'etred'etre exploited (UDB, 1977, p.58). 

988 'So the UDB demands autonomy for Brittany and possibly for the other regions 
off  France' (translation FS). 
9999 The relevant space for us is obviously the region. And it's an autonomy that we 
wouldd want, how to put it, for all, all that concerns the everyday life of Bretons' 
(translationn FS). 
1000 That picture of the economical situation of Brittany leads the UDB to say that 
ourr country lives in a colonial situation consisting of subordination and exploitation' 
(translationn FS). 
1011 'In the first place responsible for the present situation of Brittany is capitalism 
andd the French centralised state is nothing but its instrument The transfer of a part 
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Ann ideological evolution took place in the mid 1980s, the years be-
tweenn the decision on regionalisation and the first regional elections. After 
thee surprising election victories of the Parti Socialiste, supported by the 
UDB,, and the disappointment of many militants over Gaston Deferre's 
moderatee regionalisation, tensions over close relations with the French left 
rann high. In 1982, the former party spokesman and one of the UDB's foun-
ders,, Ronan Leprohon, left the party for the PS, and after the fiery 1984 
partyy congress the more nationalist sections of Brest and Léon left the party 
too form Frattktz Brei%h (Free Brittany). This party still exists, although it 
maintainss very close links with UDB in practice (Nicolas, 2001, pp.88-92). 
Afterr the very disappointing results of the first regional elections in 1986, an 
internall  analysis concluded that the arguments and slogans of the 1970s had 
lostt their appeal (Monnier, 1999, p.34). The slogan 'Bretagne = Colonic was 
abandoned,, and gradually replaced by a focus on the construction of a 
'Europee of the regions and peoples' and a European federalism. 

Thiss was reiterated in campaign manifestoes (e.g. UDB, 1978, UDB 
&&  PSU-Bretagne, 1981). In the 1980s, the strong belief in industrialisation 
thatt combined the neo-Marxist analyses was dropped and the internal colo-
nialismm thesis abandoned- This paved the way for an increasingly strong 
ecologistt element in UDB. 

Thee 1994 document 'Une Bretagne responsible dans un monde 
solidaire'' stated the UDB's doctrine at the time and confirmed the link be-
tweenn Europeanisation and regional autonomy: 

heshes Etats-nations unitaires qui, sur Ie modèk de la France, répondent au prin-
cipecipe selon lequel il  convient de traiter indifféremment des realties différentes, sont 
vouésvoués d disparaitre au benefice d ensembles politiques plus vastes qui, pourfonc-
tionnertionner démocratiquement et prospérer, devront laisser respirer les communautés 
dede base. Toutefois, les Etats-nations pourraient garder provisoirement certaines 
dede leurs competences d'ici d l'avènement d'une federation des peuples et rêgjons 
d'Eurvped'Eurvpe102102 (Fievet & Guyonvarc'h, 1994, p.20). 

Thee example of Corsica, which had a more powerful regional ad-
ministration,, and whose residents were recognised as a 'people', has not been 
usedd much in Brittany to mobilise support for a similar arrangement. Be-

off  its levers of command to local authorities would solve nothing in the framework 
off  a capitalist society where Breton workers continue to be exploited' (translation 
FS). . 
1022 The unitary nation-states that, based on the French model, answer to the princi-
plee according to which it is beneficial to treat different realities indifferently, are 
boundd to disappear to the advantage of larger political structures that must let base 
communitiess breath in order to function democratically and prosper. However, the 
nation-statess could retain for the time being some of their competencies now, until 
thee accession to a federation of peoples and regions of Europe' (translation FS). 
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causee of the association of Corsican autonomy with violence and separatism, 
thee Corsican example is regarded as counterproductive within the UDB, and 
hass been avoided (interview, UDB, 2004). With European federalism as the 
argumentt behind regional autonomy, Breton autonomy was envisaged within 
aa federal France, and within a federal Europe (Fievet & Guyonvarc'h, 1994). 

NotreNotre obfectifn'est pas de nous séparer de la Frame. C'est de faire emitter les 
institutionsinstitutions franfaises. Faire Ie federalisme interne. Nous sommes des fédéralistes 
eurvpéenseurvpéens103103 (interview, UDB, 2004). 

However,, while Corsica had not been adopted as a useful model, the devolu-
tionn in Scotland and Wales which took place in the late 1990s influenced the 
UDBB strongly (e.g. UDB, 1997). The UDB reacted quickly, and presented 
'Une'Une statut politique pour la Bretagne\ which was modelled on, and referred ex-
plicitl yy to the example of Wales (UDB, 1999, p.1). Other frequently used ex-
ampless in the 1990s were the German lander, the new independent states of 
thee former Soviet Union, and Catalonia (but not the Basque Country, be-
causee of its association with violence). This fits in with the important posi-
tionn of Europeanisation in the UDB's discourse, but is perhaps something 
thatt appeals more to those interested in regionalist theory than a popular 
vote-catcherr in election campaigns. 

Partt of this international orientation is also the intensity of organisa-
tionall  links with regionalist movements in other parts of France and abroad, 
andd the UDB's role as an instigator. Lynch notes the discrepancy between 
thee position of Breton regionalism internationally and within Brittany. The 
Bretonn movement takes 'transnational regionalism' extremely seriously, and 
playss a prominent role in cooperation between regionalist parties, but has en-
joyedd very littl e political success within Brittany itself (1996, p.105). 

Thee 2004 regional elections showed that the UDB is prepared to 
makee compromises on its already relatively moderate regionalist goal of re-
gionall  autonomy. The election programme of the coalition in which the 
UDBB (and Frankly Brei^b) joined Les Verts only mentioned the issue in an 
annex,, with a proposal to move from 'decentralisation* to 'régionatisation'. The 
inclusionn of a demand to safeguard the 'equality between territories' and 'ef-
ficientficient control' on the regions, and the absence of terms like 'autonomy' or 
'legislativee powers', means it is really more of a Les Verts proposal than a re-
gionalistt one: 

AfinAfin d'éviter les derives liberates ou communautaristes, la régionatisation ne peut 
sese concevoir sans un ancragefort aupacte républicain issu de notre histoire d'état-

1033 'Our objective is not to separate ourselves from France. It is to help develop the 
Frenchh institutions. Create internal federalism. We are European federalists' (transla-
tionn FS). 
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nation.nation. Ce/ui-d définit Ie respect des droits fondamentaux: education, santé, tra-
vail,vail, environnement, acces aux services publics, égalité des citqyens, égatité des ter-
ritoires;ritoires; l'Etat devant en être Ie garant  ̂ (Les Verts - Union Démocrati-
quee Bretonne, 2004, p.52/ 

OtherOther political regonaHst movements 
Apartt from the UDB, no party has existed and participated with any level of 
consistencyy at elections during the period since 1982. Some political parties 
existedd for a limited number of years, such as the Parti pour 1'Organisation d'une 
BretagneBretagne Libre (POBL105). Others were founded more recently, such as the 
MouvementMouvement Régionalïste de Bretagne (MRB) and the Parti Breton. Emgann has ex-
istedd since 1983, but has only occasionally taken an interest in participating in 
elections,, while the Armee Révolutionnairv Bretonne (ARB) has dedicated itself to 
violentt action. Apart from these parties, a number of individuals or ad-hoc 
groupss have participated at elections on the basis of a regionalist programme. 
Althoughh formally a separate political party, Frankit  ̂Brei^b has remained very 
closee to the UDB, and has nearly always been in the same electoral coali-
tions. . 

Thee period directly after the decision to introduce regional govern-
mentss and elections saw the foundation of two Breton political parties, 
namelyy the POBL and Emgann. 
Thee POBL, which was founded in 1982 by Yann Fouéré, a former leader of 
thee MOB, presented itself as Breton in the first place, in contrast to the 'left-
ist'' UDB: 'm a gauche, ni a droite: brvton*106 (Nicolas, 2001, p.98). They were also 
nott afraid to use the terms 'nationalist' and 'nation' to describe themself and 
Brittanyy (POBL, 1990). At the 1986 regional elections the party demanded 
"emancipation"emancipation dupeople Breton et 1'autonomie de la Bretagne, dans Ie respet des solidari-
téstés avec les autres peuples d'Euwpef07't(Démocta.ne Bretonne, 1986). The POBL 
tookk the term 'autonomy' a step further than the UDB, coupling 'national 
autonomy'' to 'national rights' and regarding Breton independence as a possi-
bilit yy (Nicolas, 2001, p.102). In a more elaborate programme in 1990 the idea 
off  'souveroineté bretonne' took a central place and it was made very clear that 
thiss meant the creation of an 'État iretotC (POBL, 1990, pp.12-13). At its 
heightt the POBL managed to assemble around 300 militants (Nicolas, 2001, 
p.102),, but never got much support at elections. 

1044 'In order to avoid liberal or communautarist tendencies, regionalisation cannot be 
conceivedd being strongly embedded in a republican pact originating from our historu 
ass nation-state. It defines the respect for fundamental rights: education, health, work, 
environment,, acces to public services, equality of citizens, equality of territories; the 
statee must be its guarantor' (translation FS). 
1055 'Pobl' also means 'people' in Breton. 
1066 «Neither at the right, nor at the left: Breton' (translation FS). 
1077 <rYhc emancipation of the Breton people and die autonomy of Brittany, respecting 
thee solidarities with the other peoples of Europe' (translation FS). 
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EmgannEmgann ('combat") originated from committees for the liberation of 
'politicall  prisoners', those involved in the series of violent actions of the late 
1970s.. Emgann was founded in 1983 as a political party, but does not partici-
patee in elections — apart from being part of the all-Breton coalition 'people 
Breton,Breton, people dEuropé for the 1992 regional elections. It is widely regarded as 
aa political wing of the ARB, and publishes ARB's communiqués in its party 
journall  (Nicolas, 2001, p. 103). However, Emgann operates as a political 
movementt on its own, organising and participating in mass demonstrations, 
whilee its members have been condemned for actions like painting over road 
signs.. Emgann has been a nationalist and radical left-wing movement since its 
foundation,, with an independent socialist Breton state as its objective. Unlike 
thee POBL it has been very clear that independence is its only autonomy ob-
jectivee (interview, Emgann, 2004). Although it only had 200, mosdy young, 
memberss in the late 1990s, and does not participate in elections, it is a very 
activee party, and very present within Emsav. A series of bombings between 
19988 and 2000 by the ARB did not reduce its militancy, even when its leader 
Gaell  Roblin was imprisoned for connections with the ARB and its attacks. 

Bothh Emgann and POBL were founded following the decision to re-
gionalisee France, and Nicolas (2001, p.3) states disillusionment with the Mit-
terrandd government as one reason for its establishment. However, both also 
builtt on structures that had existed earlier, namely the amnesty committees 
andd the MOB respectively. Neither could or would make use of the new re-
gionall  elections and government to mobilise support. It is true that the re-
gionall  elections became a platform for a grand coalition of all Breton move-
ments,, including Emgann in 1992, under the name 'Peuple Breton, peuple 
dEurope\dEurope\ But apart from bringing different parts of Emsav together, it was 
nott very successful. 

Moree recendy, a number of other regionalist parties have been 
formed.. The Mouvement Régtonaliste de Bretagne (MRB) was founded by a for-
merr Front National and Mouvement National BJpubHcain conseiller regional'm the re-
giongion Centre. His name is Xavier Guillemot and he advocated a regionalism di-
rectedd against centralism, as well as against separatism. The MRB has put 
forwardd candidates at elections since 1998, as much on a regionalist as on an 
anti-immigrationn platform, albeit without much success. 

Thee Parti Breton was founded in 2001 as a moderate centre-right 
partyy whose ambition was to build a strong Breton party with more general 
appeall  and a larger voter potential. Until now, it has only put forward two 
candidatess in the 2004 cantonales as a kind of pilot project, and wants to build 
upp the party before really entering the political arena (interview, Parti Breton, 
2004).. The Parti Breton calls for autonomy for Brittany as a step towards in-
dependencee and, like the UDB, the formation of a Europe of the regions oc-
cupiess a central place in its ideology. In more general terms, the Parti Breton 
stressess its influences from abroad, particularly Wales and Scotland, and 
makess much of its international linkages. On its website, the party's name is 
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translatedd in English as 'Breton National Part/ (www.partibreton.org), with the 
'national'' omitted in French because of the negative connotations that would 
havee (interview, Parti Breton, 2004). 

Finally,, the ARB took up arms again in the late 1990s, with a series 
off  bombings on buildings inside and outside Brittany (including the Maine of 
Ministerr of the Interior Jean-Pierre Chevènement in Belfort and a tax office 
inn prime minister Lionel Jospin's constituency of Haute-Garonne) (Tourault, 
2002,, p.293). The actions were intended to bring about the creation of a so-
cialistt Breton state, the 'reunification' of Brittany and official status for 
Breton,, but were also directed against water pollution, nuclear power sta-
tions,tions, tourist complexes and other 'projects of colonisation' (Torreiro, 2002a, 
p.62).. The actions ended abrupdy after an employee of a bombed McDon-
ald'ss restaurant near Quevert in 2000 was killed 'unintentionally'. This first 
deathh in the history of contemporary violent Breton 'resistance' caused in-
ternall  tensions within ARB and the postponement of further actions. 

OrganisationOrganisation o/Emsav after regonaUsation 

Inn 1980, on the eve of Mitterrand's election victory and before regjonalisa-
tion,tion, the UDB had nearly 1,200 members, which steadily declined to the pre-
sentt number of 700 (Chattier & Larvor, 2002, p.24-25). As regionalisation 
didd not automatically mean a larger number of political posts, at least not un-
till  2004, and also meant more time, money and attention to develop the 
party,, the introduction of an elected regional council was not really a boost 
forr the UDB's resources. It did not really adapt its organisation to regionali-
sation.. Its party headquarters, located in Brest, were transferred to Nantes, 
andd not the regional capital Rennes, which was the original Breton political 
arena. . 

Thee organisational and ideological crisis of the UDB in the early 
1980s,, with a variety of splits, had littl e to do with regionalisation. The cause 
wass instead the discussion of the time concerning whether to engage in fur-
therr integration into the hexagonal left, or avoid become a satellite organisa-
tiontion of the PS (Nicolas, 2001, p.85). After the PS 1981 presidential and gen-
erall  election victories, Breton PS leader Louis Le Pensee even declared that 
"11JDB"11JDB n'a plus lieu d'existerpuisque nous avons gagné et que nous allons apptiquer 
notrenotre programme qui est aussi le sien108" (cited in Nicolas, 2001, p. 83). The pros-
pectt of a Breton regional council was not widely seen as a new opportunity 
forr the UDB to become a large party itself. At the time of regionalisation, 
keyy members left UDB for the PS because they felt they could do more for 
Brittanyy there. Others went and founded another regionalist party, Frankly 
Breif(hBreif(hyy while Emgann and POBL were also founded at the same time. All in 

1088 There is no room for the UDB because we have won and we will apply our pro-
grammee which is also their's' (translation FS). 
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all,, this period was hardly characterised by a belief that the UDB could de-
velopp into a large Breton force in the new regional council. 

I nn 1981, the UDB had supported the presidency of Francois Mitter-
rand,, and during the 1980s it kept approaching French political parties with a 
vieww to forming election coalitions. In 1986, Les Verts preferred to go solo, 
andd the UDB allied itself with the PSU and a number of small pacifist or 
ecologistt organisations. In 1992 and 1998, Les Verts rejected proposals for 
cooperationn at the regional elections as well (Monnier, 1998), and 1992 was 
thee only time the four Breton parties put forward one unified list, under the 
labell  'Peupie Breton, peupk d'Europe\ As none of those coalition tactics yielded 
improvedd election results for the UDB, they participated on their own in 
1998,, which again did not prove to be the magic formula. The attraction of 
thee UDB remained simply too low to obtain seats without a larger coalition 
partner,, such as Les Verts — finally — in 2004. The efforts of the UDB to 
avoidd being associated with violence, and the refusal of more radical groups 
too cooperate in any way with 'French' parties, meant the democratic and the 
extremee and violent factions of Emsav remained separate. Together with a 
wholee range of new cultural and specialised political organisations, and a 
couplee of new political parties founded in the late 1990s and first years of the 
neww millennium, Emsav has become more nebulous instead of more unified 
sincee the 1980s. 

7.66 Conclusion 

I ff  one looks at the main criteria for the emergence of a regional political 
spacee that Keating (1997) identifies - namely a sense of regional identity, a 
regionalisedd party system, an electoral system focusing debate on the region, 
andd regional media — only the regional identity is present in Brittany. The po-
liticall  party system has remained an integral part of the French party system, 
withh the departmental organisations as the most important smaller units. The 
regionall  elections held since 1986 have focused the political debate and elec-
tiontion campaigns as much on the départements, where it already was with the 
cantonall  elections, as on the region. Regional media, newspapers as well as 
television,, concentrate much more on smaller (the départements, Haute-
Bretagnee and Basse-Bretagne), and larger (Grand-Ouest) entities. In some 
ways,, the region has become an important territory, but it remains one 
amongstt many possible spatial divisions. Regionalisation added the region, but 
itt did not gain predominance over other territorial entities, and other factors 
thatt have been obstacles to a regional political arena, such as the cumul des 
mandatsmandats and prefectures persisted. 

Consequentially,, regional elections remained largely second order 
elections,, where considerations related to national French politics steered 
voters'' choices. There has been no major difference in the election results of 
regionall  and of legislative elections and in 1986, when they were held on the 
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samee day, the result of the regional elections was almost a carbon copy of the 
legislatives.legislatives. The UDB evolved ideologically after 1982, but it seems more cor-
rectt to say that this reorientation coincided with the moment of regionalisa-
tionn than claiming that it was caused by it. Disappointment with Deffere's 
decentralisationn and even more disappointment after high hopes about the 
firstt regional elections came down to very little in reality and played a role in 
generatingg an urgency to change direction. The diminished appeal of neo-
marxistt solutions, and ongoing European integration were more important 
factors.. The introduction of regional elections and regional institutions did 
nott cause an increase in votes of regionalist parties and a maturation of those 
parties,, nor significant changes in the adoption of regionalist views held by 
Bretonn branches of the main French parties. This was despite the fact that 
theree is considerable popular support for further regionalisation and legisla-
tivee powers for the Regional Council, as well as for other regionalist de-
mandss such as the reunification of five Breton departments, and a more ex-
tensivee linguistic policy. Nevertheless, these issues are not high enough on 
Bretonn voters' lists of priorities to turn to the regionalist parties, and neither 
thee regionalist movements, nor the infrastructure introduced by regionalisa-
tionn have put them higher on the political agenda. 
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